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Chapter 1951 - Alive 

That realm had left Shi Hao with too much suffering. During the battle in front of Imperial Pass, just how 

many bones were buried, how many heroes’ souls lingered around that battlefield, dying miserably? 

The cultivators of the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, compared to Immortal Domain’s creatures, the 

cultivation environment was poorer, dao skills not as high either. However, the Nine Heavens Ten Earths 

left Shi Hao with an unerasable impression. 

The battle that year in front of Imperial Pass, those old soldiers, those leaders, they didn’t fear death, 

using their own flesh to block the other side’s iron steeds. Whenever he thought about this, he would 

always shed silent tears. 

“Foreign realm, I am going to make a trip over!” Shi Hao clenched his fist, blazing radiance shining in his 

eyes. 

That was where Great Elder passed on, forever unable to meet again. 

He fell into darkness. Back then, it was all because the battle was too fierce, killing countless enemies, 

that the final immortal ascension was difficult. He was surrounded by the inauspicious, ultimately 

brought away. 

Shi Hao didn’t immediately leave. He headed to the star system where Pan King was to meet those old 

friends. 

A giant continent floated in the cosmos. On that continent was an ancient city swirling with a great 

desolate feel, chaotic mist spreading. It made that place carry a profound, vast and dignified feeling. 

Shi Hao descended here. All sides were shaken! 

Now, he slaughtered out his reputation. Who didn’t know about him now? He even subdued Aocheng, 

Yuanchu and Taishi, these three great immortal kings, his might unmatched. 

Apart from this, news of him entering the Realm Sea had just spread, he fetched back two heads, both 

of them of immortal king level creatures! 

Pan King City’s gates opened. This clan’s troops welcomed him. A great golden path extended hundreds 

of thousands of li, precisely to invite Shi Hao in. 

Apart from this, there was a war chariot that seemed extremely old, time leaving behind too many 

traces on it. However, its origins were too shocking. This was Pan King’s war chariot, normally, only he 

used it. 

Today, one of his own children personally greeted Shi Hao, inviting him inside, driving this ancient 

bronze carriage that carried exceptional meaning into the city. 

Pan King appeared, standing at the entrance of the mansion. His true self greeted Huang, inviting him 

into his manor. 



This was already considered the highest level of ceremony. Even if other immortal kings who had lived 

for many great eras came, Pan King still wouldn’t show himself, he would only wait inside his dwelling. 

“Pan King is showing me such respect, this later generation feels embarrassed.” Shi Hao said, showing 

respect as well, thanking Pan King for protecting his friends and loved ones. 

He already knew how much Pan King and Hunyuan Immortal King took care of Imperial Court. 

Otherwise, those people would have most likely been eliminated by the families of those three great 

immortal kings. 

“Little friend is too polite. You have already reached the pinnacle of immortal dao, there is no need to 

be like this with me. We can chat as dao friends of the same level.” Pan King said with a smile. 

He was an Immortal Peach Tree who gained sentience, an existence who possesses vigorous life essence 

energy. Regardless of how much time passed, he still appeared heroic and vigorous, accompanied by 

plentiful vitality. 

He clearly lived for many great eras, but not a trace of declining energy could be sensed from his body. 

Of course, his true body was something only Shi Hao and other experts could see. Normally, he was 

surrounded by primal chaos, seated in the manor, not moving at all. Outsiders didn’t dare pry into him. 

Shi Hao didn’t try to show off, he understood gratitude. Even without saying anything else, just back 

then, for Pan King to be willing to take action for him was already great kindness, something that had to 

be repaid. 

“Dao friend, you slaughtered two experts in the Realm Sea so quickly, returning with their heads, you 

truly are valiant and heroic...” Pan King said with praise. 

However, he changed the topic of discussion, saying, “There is no need for you to give them the two 

heads, it is enough if you just keep them on you, slowly refine them. All immortal king level existences 

are great treasures.” 

“When those two fought me, they both went mad, their primordial spirits pierced by me. The secrets 

that I should study have all been pretty much investigated. Moreover, their treasures were all seized by 

me already as well.” 

When he spoke up to here, with a huala noise, a pile of treasures was produced. They were too dazzling. 

There was a piece of Darkness Immortal Gold that was as long as a table, leaving even Pan King moved. 

In this place, there were even many formation banners, all created from unmatched precious materials. 

This was an immortal king level great formation. 

Apart from this, there was a stone with heaven creation like runes engraved. This was World Stone, a 

great world only able to produce a single complete piece. 

In terms of price, this World Stone might be even more astonishing than that piece of Darkness 

Immortal Gold. 

There was also a hammer that released the most powerful aura, surging with immortal king power. This 

was a true immortal king magical artifact. 



At the same time, there was a pile of rare materials, as well as many bottles, all of them the treasuries of 

the immortal king of an age. 

Pan King was shocked when he saw this. This truly was a top level treasury! Everything an immortal king 

had was stripped by Huang. 

“Pan King, please take these. This is merely a bit of tribute from me.” Shi Hao gifted all of these things to 

him. 

“I cannot. Little friend is acting too much on formality, I cannot accept them.” Pan King shook his head. 

Without saying anything else, just the immortal king weapon was enough to leave him shocked. 

n𝑜𝐕𝔢(𝓁𝕓/1n 

It was because it wasn’t every immortal king who could refine the most powerful weapon. Even if they 

could make one, they could only make a single one. 

“Pan King, please properly store them. I killed two great experts in the Realm Sea, this is merely the 

treasury of one of them, there is another that I have kept on me.” Shi Hao said. 

As for the remaining treasury, he prepared to gift it to Mu Qing, crimson dragon the and others, to arm 

Imperial Court’s people, strengthen his own side. 

Pan King declined, but Shi Hao insisted. In the end, he accepted. 

“In reality, Taishi, Aocheng and Yuanchu, the three families have quite a few things as well, those things 

definitely astonishing. Once I return from the foreign realm, I’ll then open them. At that time, I invite 

Pan King to come with me.” Shi Hao said. 

Pan King’s mood was complicated. These were three great immortal kings, yet they were subdued by 

the youngster before him just like that. 

Back when Huang was still just a small cultivator five hundred thousand years ago, Aocheng already 

wanting to kill him in Immortal Domain, in the end, it was Pan King who took action from the distance, 

stopping that strike. 

After a few hundred thousand years passed, Huang actually grew to this extent! 

How could Pan King not sigh with amazement? He felt that it was inconceivable even now. This 

youngster’s growth was just too fast. 

“What a pity, those seniors, I’ve let them down, let them suffer disaster...” When he spoke up to here, 

Shi Hao’s eyes turned red, finding it hard to endure. 

He thought about the restricted region lord, the golden arm bone, crystal skull and other old monsters. 

During the battle back then, those individuals acted for him. In the end, they were beaten down by 

Aocheng, Taishi and Yuanchu, these three great immortal kings, their ruined bones destroyed. 

When he saw the tears in Shi Hao’s eyes, Pan King was moved. It was because at their level, all emotions 

and feelings were easily controlled. 



This was unless it was great sadness or great joy, this type of extremely intense emotional fluctuations, 

or if the immortal king still retained his innocence, even now still having great emotions, different from 

normally ruthless and cold immortal kings. 

Once one cultivated to a certain level, achieved immortal king level, a single instance of seclusion would 

last many tens of thousands of years, the blue seas turned into mulberry fields. The human world would 

alternate, one or two great eras might pass in a single instance of seclusion. As such, their hearts would 

gradually grow cold. 

“Who doesn’t have regrets in this world? There is no need for dao friend to feel upset.” Pan King said. 

However, how could Shi Hao not feel grief? That restricted region lord whose white clothes were purer 

than snow, complexion like jade always guided him, bestowed a lot of help on him, even gave up the last 

of his life for him. 

“There will always be downturns in life, as well as endless grief and happiness. Come, dao friend, let me 

gift you a pleasant surprise.” Pan King said. 

Immediately afterwards, they entered Pan King’s place of seclusion. This was an ancient cave. 

“Senior!” 

Shi Hao immediately sensed a familiar aura, crying out. He saw the restricted region lord, white clothes 

still untainted by a speck of dust, exceptional as he stood alone. 

However, his figure was even more blurry. 

At his side, there was a small half of a piece of a crystal skull, golden arm bone and a dried-up eyeball. 

They were still there, but too weak. 

“Seniors, all of you are still alive!” Shi Hao’s eyes erupted with hot tears. Being able to see these people 

really was too great. 

He thought that after that battle, this would forever become his greatest regret in this life. Those old 

monsters perished for his sake, making him feel endless bitterness. 

He never expected them to still be alive! 

“We already perished in the last great era, what life or death is there to speak of? Everything is just 

remnant will.” The restricted region lord said. 

He was smiling, but carried self-mockery. At the same time, there was pleasant surprise. Being able to 

see Shi Hao again left him extremely satisfied. 

In reality, before this, they were shocked and overjoyed. When Shi Hao appeared again, when they saw 

his strength, these old freaks really couldn’t help but laugh loudly towards the sky. 

Even though they were remnant wills, they still almost completely vanished after that battle. After all 

those years, they always remained asleep, only waking up a few times. 

“I will sever millions of years of the universe’s fate!” Shi Hao said. He then displayed a method, his hands 

forming imprints, hacking towards Immortal Domain. 



A honglong noise sounded. A great aura surged in all directions, terrifying beyond comparison. A wave 

of grand and auspicious aura surged over, rushing in this direction. 

“Brazen, who dares?” 

“Who is seizing Immortal Domain’s foundation’s natural luck?” 

At this moment, shouts sounded from different parts of Immortal Domain. They were all immortal kings. 

It was because only powerful experts of this realm could sense what was happening. 

“My name is Huang!” 

Shi Hao spoke, this could also be considered declaring his own true name, using his name to sever 

endless fate. That was natural luck, opportunity that descended, surrounding the restricted region lord, 

golden arm bone and the others. 

When Huang’s name sounded, all sides quieted down. 

During these days, his name circulated through all of Immortal Domain. He was too powerful, first 

subduing Aocheng, Taishi and Yuanchu, and then he faced six great immortal kings. 

In the end, he even headed into the Realm Sea, killed two great enemies. 

This type of fierce individual, not many people were willing to provoke him. This was a reputation 

obtained through slaughter, his battle accomplishments glorious! 

No matter how young he was, no one dared look down on him. Once Huang’s name sounded, there was 

a powerful intimidation power. 

In reality, there weren’t many people in Immortal Domain who could seize heaven and earth’s natural 

luck foundation, only the most powerful giants could. Moreover, it wasn’t that there wasn’t any price for 

doing this. 

Everything in this world was balanced, there was karma involved. 

By seizing this type of natural luck, he himself was taking on great karma. He might have to return it one 

day. 

“You cannot do this!” 

The restricted region lord and the others’ wills became strong, no longer blurry. They wanted to stop Shi 

Hao. 

“It’s fine. There are already many types of karma on me. If one day, even this world is beaten into ruin, 

would I care about this bit of karma?” Shi Hao said. 

He was extremely calm, not caring. 

“Did you see something?” Pan King asked. 

The moment when an expert achieved immortal king status, at that moment, they were the most 

sensitive, able to see through many great mysteries they normally couldn’t. That was why Pan King 

asked like this. 



... 

Then, Shi Hao went to see the Heavenly Horned Ant, Mu Qing and others. 

“Ao... It’s really great that you are still alive!” The Divine Striking Stone threw itself over, bumping left 

and right. After all these years, reuniting again left even this fella extremely moved, carrying a bit of 

sentimental feelings. 

Living, this simple request had already left them inwardly pained for five hundred thousand years. After 

all these years, Imperial Court’s lineage had always suffered, extremely dejected. 

“Master!” The crimson dragon cried out. 

“Big brother, Zhu Lin passed away!” Mu Qing wept. 

The Emperor Butterfly flapped its wings, landing on Shi Hao’s shoulder. 

“You all have suffered!” Shi Hao said. He had them sit down, and then slowly spoke about what 

happened. During these years, he had always felt extremely anxious, worried that they would pass away 

during that time. 

Fortunately, after they were brought into Immortal Domain by Pan King, this place was full of undying 

matter, so these people were all able to continue living. 

However, after five hundred thousand years, all types of slaughter still continued never endingly. There 

was no way they could remain as bean sprouts in greenhouses, they still had to walk around in the city 

or in the star domain. 

“The three old things were all subdued by me! After I return from the other side, I’ll kill them, head to 

their dwellings, bring you all with me!” Shi Hao said. 

However, there were still some people who passed away. Even someone as powerful as him was 

powerless to reverse the heavens. 

“If there is no reincarnation in this world, then that is that. However, if there is, all wills, all remnant 

thoughts, all of it will be found by me!” Shi Hao declared, making the void tremble greatly. 

There were some people who didn’t believe in reincarnation. He stood alone in this world, confident 

that he was unmatched in this life. He could subdue everything, solve all problems. 

However, there were still times when one was also at their limit. When he saw the people at his side 

disappear one by one, Shi Hao also felt emotional. Even though he didn’t believe in reincarnation, he still 

hoped there was one. 

“Are you really going to the other side?” The Heavenly Horned Ant asked. 

“I am going!” Shi Hao replied. 

“It is us who have dragged you down.” The Lightning Spirit said. 



Mu Qing, the crimson dragon and others lowered their heads, their moods a bit dejected. Last time, 

when the six great immortal kings faced Shi Hao, he was still powerful, declaring he was going to take 

Aocheng, Taishi and Yuanchu’s place, not feeling threatened. 

At that moment he didn’t even mind going to war. He displayed his Embodiment Transformation 

Methods, creating several powerful magical bodies to support him, not minding a battle to the death. 

He threatened the six great immortal kings. 

In the end, when those six great immortal kings took a step back, they compromised, Shi Hao then took 

the initiative to kill enemies, making up for the losses of Aocheng, Yuanchu, Taishi, and others no longer 

being here. 

All of this was naturally because he was worried about Mu Qing, crimson dragon and others who had 

just hurried over. Imperial Court’s troops also hurried over, and there was even Qing Yi, Chang Gongyan 

and others. He was worried that after a battle, these people would suffer disaster. 

“No, you all don’t need to worry too much. I already wanted to take action myself!” 

Shi Hao said, consoling them. 

This was also a fact. Even though Immortal Domain rarely helped the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, the two 

sides were still one camp in the end. Immortal Domain’s enemies were his enemies, for example, the 

foreign realm and, the creatures of darkness in the Realm Sea. 

Once those experts charged over, sooner or later, they would bring disaster to the Nine Heavens Ten 

Earths. 

Looking at it from the greater situation, he had to take action eventually. 

If he let his hot-blood surge and faced the six great immortal kings, the consequences would be too 

horrible to imagine. 

At the time, he displayed the Embodiment Transformation Great Method, so they were already 

intimidated, making those six great immortal kings’ attitudes soften, even compromise and yield. 

Later on, he took the initiative to slaughter enemies. He wanted to use this as a pretext to slaughter the 

enemy, examine his own strength, but also as a type of intimidation, make Immortal Domain’s kings 

‘understand propriety’. 

Right now, it was best if they didn’t completely break relations. 

Otherwise, if they offended him again, then he might truly erupt into killing intent, direct murderous 

intent at them. 

Shi Hao left behind an immortal king treasury and then he went on his way, heading towards the other 

side! 

At the same time, the Lunar Jade Rabbit, Exiled Immortal, Qing Yi, Chang Gongyan and others hurried 

towards the cosmos where Pan King resided, just that their speeds were a bit slower. 

Shi Hao decided to head out first, and then reunite with his old friends after he returned. 



Chapter 1952 - Great Karma 

“He really left, he is going to charge into the foreign realm alone!” 

This information spread through Immortal Domain. All clans were completely stupefied. In the end, 

Huang really was going to kill a foreign realm king to make up for the loss of those three immortal kings! 

The other realm was a den of tigers, a dragon pool, always standing against Immortal Domain, never 

faltering. They had the Land of Darkness behind them, a deep and immeasurable place. 

Of course, there were some things only immortal kings knew and normal creatures did not. 

However, everyone understood the other side’s terror clearly, knowing that they weren’t easy to 

provoke. Once they started war, Immortal Domain would definitely feel quite the headache. 

The Nine Heavens Ten Earths were sandwiched between the foreign realm and Immortal Domain, this 

cushioning region becoming their battlefield more than once, it experienced too much killing. 

Comparatively speaking, the Nine Heavens Ten Earths was of the same origin as Immortal Domain. 

“Which path does he walk?” Someone asked. 

At this time, those ancient immortal kings were all paying attention, opening their eyes, staring in the 

direction Huang left in. This youngster really was too vigorous and shocking. 

After a long time passed, someone made a report to the immortal kings. 

“The path he took is West Sky Gate. He is going head-on, wishing to enter the foreign realm from that 

place!” 

This immediately triggered the alarm of the immortal kings, not even they could sit still anymore. It was 

unknown just how many pairs of eyes were cast towards West Sky Gate. 

West Sky Gate had a special significance. It led directly to the foreign realm, that place previously a land 

of hundred battles. Later on, it was sealed, who knew how many great eras passed since someone went 

through that entrance. 

Back then, the battle was too cruel. During the great battle between Immortal Domain and the foreign 

realm, there were too many creatures who passed away. 

It was rumored that several great eras ago, immortal kings and undying kings shed blood, too many 

great figures perishing there. In the end, they fought until both sides couldn’t take it anymore, both 

sides forced to withdraw. 

In the end, that place was even more so sealed up. 

After several great eras passed, apart from immortal kings and undying kings, not many people knew 

about the circumstances there. 

Meanwhile now, West Sky Gate was mentioned again, so there were naturally many cultivators who 

were confused, didn’t know what was going on. Only when the immortal king clans released the truth 

was an uproar raised. 



The clans were all discussing this passionately, incredibly shocked! 

Several great eras already passed since it was last used, yet Huang wanted to take this path? 

Immortal Domain had who knew how many clans and inheritances. They were all using their formations, 

wishing to see the situation by West Sky Gate. They were too shocked. 

Shi Hao naturally learned about West Sky Gate from Pan King. 

This was an ancient city with someone overlooking it. They were all disciples who weren’t obedient from 

great immortal king families, banished here to guard this path. 

After several great eras, this place was already extremely peaceful. The giant city was covered in an 

expanse of scarlet red, not a blade of grass grew here, even the spiritual essence dried up, replaced by 

baleful energy. 

It was because previously, more than a single immortal king’s blood dyed this place. This city had 

become completely devoid of life. 

That was why this place was like a prison. The descendants of immortal king families who committed 

great mistakes would be sent here, this was a type of punishment. 

“Who is this person? He dares come here?” n𝑜𝐕𝔢(𝓁𝕓/1n 

Someone came to West Sky Gate while riding on a giant beast. That vicious beast had golden fur and 

shining white teeth, fierce and malicious. Primal chaos was released from its body. 

“Shush, lower your voice. He is precisely Huang. Don’t tell me he is going to cross West Sky Gate, leave 

Immortal Domain through this place?!” 

Even the creatures here received news, already knowing about Huang’s matters during these past few 

days! 

Shi Hao sat on the Golden Fur Hou, approaching West Sky Gate. 

These people looked like they saw a ghost, all of them terrified, worried that Shi Hao would go crazy 

here. They truly never expected Huang would actually come here. 

“Open the gates!” Shi Hao said. 

The Golden Fur Hou’s hooves dug into the ground, even the void exploding, the great dao rumbling. 

After all, this was an existence comparable to an immortal king, terrifying beyond compare. 

“This...” The surrounding people were scared to the point of shaking all over. 

“Is there an issue?” Shi Hao said with a sunken voice. His body released an immortal king aura, even true 

immortals unable to take it, directly falling weak to the ground. 

The people here were horrified, shaking all over, unable to even form words. 

When an immortal king displayed power, how could creatures of other levels resist? 

In the end, Shi Hao himself opened this pass, leaving through this immortal gate. 



The Golden Fur Hou was absolutely not willing, but Shi Hao restricted it, imprisoned its primordial spirit, 

turning it into his mount, so it couldn’t resist at all. 

In reality, at this point, it already acknowledged its fate. At the very least, it wasn’t as explosive and in 

despair like before. It was because it personally watched Aocheng, Taishi and Yuanchu being 

suppressed, their life and deaths unknown, so what humiliation did it still feel? 

After leaving the pass, they arrived at an expanse of shattered cosmos that had long been beaten into 

ruin! 

It was rumored that this was originally a realm, but it couldn’t endure the impact of the great battles, so 

it ended up destroyed. 

There were endless starry remains and cosmos dust everywhere. 

Moreover, there were many corpses floating in the void. Even now, there were still powerful divine 

force fluctuations, even more so some blood still shining, dyeing the stars red. 

Shi Hao rode on the Golden Fur Hou, quickly seeing a city gate on the other side. It was sturdy and 

unbreaking, this place leading straight into the foreign realm. 

This was a spatial node that corresponded with West Sky Gate. In the past, too many world shocking 

bloody battles erupted between the two cities. 

However, after endless time passed, apart from ancient immortal and undying kings, everyone else 

already forgot about it. 

Even the undying kings and immortal kings who emerged later weren’t aware of this place. 

“This gate has been sealed, you cannot enter. Can it be that you still want to forcefully break in?” The 

Golden Fur Hou said, somewhat happy at Shi Hao’s misfortune. 

“Shut up!” Shi Hao said coldly, possessing a type of great might, having the Hou Clan Lord immediately 

become quiet, not willing to provoke this murderous disaster. 

If one wanted to break through, unless an undying king carried out a self-destruction or an immortal 

king weapon was destroyed, there was no way of breaking through this pass. 

An immortal king carrying out self-destruction? Unless that creature was mad, why would they give up 

their lives like this?! 

As for Immortal king weapons, there was even less of a need to say this. Experts of this level were all 

trying to improve themselves, struggling to become stronger, they definitely wouldn’t do something like 

destroying their own weapons. 

A pool appeared, less than a foot tall, shaped like a lightning pool. Within it were Shi Hao’s various 

divine abilities and secret techniques. Now, it was currently refining three great immortal kings. 

“Huang, you are going to die in the end!” 

“This type of karma is hard for heaven and earth to stop. You will definitely suffer disaster in the 

future!” 



The three great immortal kings were roaring, their eyes all red. What kind of status did they have? Yet in 

the end, they became prisoners, about to be refined by this person. 

They believed that Huang would definitely kill them in the end. 

Moreover, they had a feeling that the system Huang established was too extraordinary. If he continued 

with it, he might be able to directly kill immortal kings, not even needing to refine them. 

The so-called immortal kings being undying and imperishable was most likely going to be shattered! 

“Noisy!” 

Shi Hao said coldly. 

He looked at the three in the pool, and then raised his head, seizing everything they had. 

Aocheng Immortal King, next to his primordial spirit was an armor. This was his immortal king weapon, 

dazzling and brilliant. These were sword wings, after wearing them, one would become like an 

unmatched demonic bird. 

During these past few days, this armor had always been rising and falling in the pool. Shi Hao was 

refining it, erasing Aocheng Immortal King’s imprints. 

Even though it was right next to him, Aocheng still couldn’t do anything. He was even being refined 

himself, how could he tend to his weapon? 

Qiang qiang qiang! 

The sword wings moved. Shi Hao looked like he put on a layer of resplendent feathers. This was a set of 

armor that carried sword wings, murderous energy heaven overflowing. 

This was an unrivalled weapon that belonged to Aocheng! 

Dang! 

Then, Shi Hao extracted a heavenly spear from the pool, this item was Taishi Immortal King’s weapon. It 

had also been refined about enough, held in Shi Hao’s hand at this time. 

Body dressed in sword wings armor, heavenly spear in hand. His equipment was just too shocking. 

“There is also you!” Shi Hao restrained an expanse of light, this was what Yuanchu Immortal King refined 

all of his life. This was originally a great dao symbol radiance from the Age of Heaven Creation, but it was 

refined into a weapon by him. 

With a weng noise, this streak of light was absorbed by Shi Hao’s primordial spirit, winding around it, 

becoming a set of primordial spirit armor. 

He alone wielded three immortal king weapons, could be said to be completely geared up, no one able 

to match him. 

It was because in the past, when immortal kings fell in battle or were defeated, they would immediately 

carry out a self-detonation. Not only would their flesh and primordial spirits be destroyed, even the 

weapons wouldn’t be left behind. 



That was why there were some ruined weapons in the Nine Heavens, only rarely were complete 

immortal king weapons left behind. 

“You seized our weapons, this karma will have to be returned sooner or later.” Yuanchu said coldly, full 

of hatred. All of his skills were within that great dao symbol radiance. 

It was to the extent where when he comprehended the dao back then, it was all because of this streak 

of light. If it was seized, then he was the same as an old tiger without teeth. 

“Even your lives are going to be seized by me, what do these three trifling weapons count as?!” Shi Hao 

said coldly. 

The three great immortal kings sensed that things weren’t good. Then, they saw where this place was. 

“Go!” 

Shi Hao released a great roar. With a hong noise, he flung out Aocheng, and then used his most 

powerful divine ability to tear apart his primordial spirit, smashing him towards the ancient city gates 

ahead! 

“Little bastard!” 

This was humiliation! What did this person treat him as? He used him to smash at the other side’s gates, 

this was just too unsightly! Never had he ever experienced such great humiliation before. 

At the same time, this was a type of fatal threat, because Huang wanted to kill them! 

Peng! 

Aocheng’s primordial spirit was ripped apart. It smashed into the city gate, releasing a great rumbling 

noise. 

However, immortal kings were imperishable. In the end, his primordial spirit recombined, becoming like 

before. 

“Very good!” Shi Hao nodded. 

He grabbed that primordial spirit, smashing out again. 

At the same time, he also treated Taishi and Yuanchu like this, smashing them against the ancient city 

gate. 

To open this pass, didn’t it need an immortal king to self-destruct? Shi Hao was going to use them to 

give it a try. 

Dong! 

Finally, Aocheng Immortal King exploded into a rain of light. Even though he was strong, he couldn’t 

withstand Shi Hao continuously smashing at his primordial spirit, in the end, his primordial spirit was still 

going to scatter. 

Even though he could still recombine it, in the end, the consumption was too great. What was 

exhausted would be his primordial spirit’s essence. 



It had to be said that this ancient city was too sturdy. Shi Hao smashed apart these three great immortal 

kings’ primordial spirits several times, and only then did it produce cracks. 

Meanwhile, at this time, Aocheng, Yuanchu and Taishi were all a bit horrified. They discovered that they 

really might die. 

Shi Hao’s six great secret realms all shone. He brandished that pool, and then only Yuanchu remained 

there, smashing towards the city gate. 

Hong! 

This time, it was world shaking. The city gate collapsed. Meanwhile, that pool also temporarily exploded, 

triggered by Shi Hao himself, igniting all of Yuanchu’s potential. 

“AHH...” Yuanchu screamed out miserably. 

Aocheng and Taishi were horrified. They sensed that Yuanchu’s aura was quickly declining, the immortal 

king of an age reaching his end. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao brandished the heavenly spear in his hands, this was Taishi’s weapon. A strand of imprints was 

shattered, causing Yuanchu to scream miserably. 

Chi! 

Then, the armor on Shi Hao’s body shone. A pair of wings moved, crushing Yuanchu’s final imprints. 

In the end, crazy winds erupted here, a rain of blood overflowing into the heavens. An immortal king 

died, the irregular scenes too terrifying. 

Shi Hao remained unaffected. He produced a pool again, throwing Taishi and Aocheng inside. This was 

the place where all of his secret techniques were nurtured. 

This pool couldn’t be destroyed, it was constructed from natural laws. As long as he was still here, his 

dao skills not decreasing, this pool would continue to become more powerful. 

Aocheng and Taishi were scared. Huang could already kill them? He didn’t kill them immediately, instead 

using them like this, using Yuanchu to blast open this city pass! 

Were they going to head down this path as well, become Huang’s tools to open up paths? This was just 

too horrifying. 

This pass was broken, long exploding. Smoke and dust rushed into the heavens. The foreign experts who 

guarded this place all died, crushed by the great force of impact. 

An immortal king came to charge in, moreover causing a creature of that level to explode, how could it 

not be terrifying? 

Shi Hao sat on the Golden Fur Hou, entering the foreign realm just like that, leaving that region. 

“Not good, the undying gate has been broken by someone. It’s been destroyed!” 



The disturbance here was too great, drawing the attention of the foreign realm’s experts. In the end, 

everyone was shocked and stupefied, only recovering after a long time. They all erupted into loud roars. 

That day, the other side was in chaos. 

That gate was related to too much! 

The most ancient undying kings knew that that gate could not be allowed to break, because it meant 

that they were going to face Immortal Domain’s immortal kings to the end. 

“Is there a great army crossing over?” Someone asked. 

“There isn’t any, it is extremely quiet.” 

They didn’t see anyone. Those ruins were completely quiet, as if it collapsed on its own. 

Immediately afterwards, several undying kings woke up one after another, all of them feeling as if they 

were facing a great enemy. They began to search for the intruder, to see just how powerful the enemy 

forces were. 

Shi Hao rode on an immortal king level Golden Fur Hou, entering the foreign realm, roaming through the 

mountains and rivers in search of undying kings he could eliminate. 

In reality, Shi Hao was searching for Anlan and Shutuo. These were the two great undying kings he 

wanted to kill the most, especially the former! 

It was precisely Anlan who seized Sin Province, causing Huo Ling’er to fall into darkness. 

However, things didn’t go as he wished. After leaving on the Golden Fur Hou, he entered the ancient 

land where Scarlet King resided. This was the place closest to him. 

“It really is a coincidence. Why is it him again?” Shi Hao was stunned. The karma he shared with Scarlet 

King really wasn’t small. 

Along the way, Shi Hao saw a familiar figure. It was actually Mo Xian, Mo Dao’s sister. Her natural talent 

was comparable to the direct descendants of the foreign realm’s Emperor Clans. 

Mo Dao belonged to the other side, but back then, he was subdued at his side. In the end, he was given 

freedom again, allowed to leave. 

After all this time passed, where was Mo Dao? Did he perish in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths or did he 

follow the others into Immortal Domain? 

Shi Hao didn’t know. 

He was a bit absent-minded, recalling the past, thinking about many people. He released a light sigh. 

“Who is this person? His mount seems so fierce.” There was a young lady at Mo Xian’s side who looked 

extremely beautiful, looking like a pair of beautiful sisters as they stood next to each other. 

Mo Xian was stunned. She looked at Shi Hao, revealing an expression of disbelief, completely stunned, 

inwardly shocked. 



It was because she recognized Shi Hao! Back then, they had met more than once! 

Even though she was all the way in the foreign realm, she still heard that Huang already died, personally 

killed by immortal kings! 

Back then, there were many young creatures who even held a celebration. 

It was because Huang had brought this realm quite the problems. 

“Hurry and leave, this place is about to be ravaged by disaster.” Shi Hao said calmly. 

“It really is you? You are still alive!” Mo Xian’s expression changed, finding this inconceivable. 

“Why does he look so familiar, as if I saw him before?” The young lady at her side twisted her head, 

trying to identify him. 

“Ah, Huang, you... are my benefactor!” The young lady said, her face filled with excitement. 

She had seen Huang before when she was young. After she grew up, she always read about the past, 

saw his portrait. 

Shi Hao’s eyes swirled about. As an immortal king, his methods were heaven-defying. With a bit of 

deduction, he knew who she was. The past scene appeared before his eyes like a painting. 

In the past, at Dao Comprehension Mountain, when the immortal tea tree leaves became mature, the 

Prides of Heaven from the other side’s various clans all struggled over them. 

When Shi Hao was a prisoner in this realm, he had also gone there, personally witnessed king clans 

eating humans. He saved a small girl, precisely this young lady, at the time handing her to Mo Xian. 

After hundreds of thousands of years passed, her cultivation already directly caught up to Mo Xian’s, the 

two like sisters. 

Shi Hao frowned. Only because of the past was there today’s meeting. Could it be that the two of them 

still had other intersections in the future? He didn’t think so. 

However, why did he have this type of feeling inside? 

“You all should leave!” Shi Hao waved his sleeves. The two immediately disappeared into the horizon, 

leaving this place. 

Since he arrived here, Shi Hao didn’t have any reason to avoid anything. He already achieved immortal 

king status, so what did he still have to fear? Even if he faced the legendary Scarlet King, he would still 

remain fearless. 

Shi Hao went straight into the Time Beast Clan’s ancestral land, arriving at Scarlet King’s land of 

seclusion. 

Hong! 

In the distance, a mountain split. An ancient beast appeared and then it turned into a robust man. A 

head of long scarlet red hair scattered down, his gaze sharp and horrifying. 



This was an undying king surrounded by primal chaos, the great dao aura crushing the heavens. When 

this person stood here, it was as if the endless past could be subdued. 

He was just too strong, possessing incomparable blood energy, vigorous to the point where it could fill 

up the entire starry heavens. 

This was one of the most powerful undying kings! 

It was clear that Scarlet King revived. In the past, half its reborn body was hacked by Shi Hao, the 

damage to him too great. However, after five hundred thousand years of nurturing, he long returned to 

his peak. 

Even so, he already couldn’t see hope of becoming an emperor in this life. 

In the past, his aura swallowed up mountains and rivers, he possessed great boldness. He wanted to 

take that step, truly break through the Immortal King Realm, head down the emperor path, and reach a 

higher level. 

However, all of this was cut short by Shi Hao! 

At this moment, when Scarlet King saw Shi Hao, he was also stunned, momentarily absent-minded. It 

was because he heard that Huang died, that there would never be a chance for him to reappear! 

However, Huang not only reappeared, he became an immortal king. This really was horrifying! 

“The two of us are actually tangled so deeply. You have appeared before me once again.” Scarlet King 

said calmly, but the formless aura around him became even more terrifying. 

If true immortals and undying beings were here, they would all retreat in alarm or bow down, kneel on 

the floor. 

“Indeed, this karma is indeed not small.” Shi Hao also felt like it was not a coincidence. 

“Something isn’t quite right.” Suddenly, Scarlet King frowned. Then, his head of long red hair danced 

about chaotically, endless time fragments flying about, drowning him underneath. 

A segment of dust covered heavenly fate was undone, shining into his heart. He immediately 

understood just what kind of great karma he shared with Shi Hao. 

“It’s you, it is actually you!” Scarlet King’s voice became rushed, his expression completely changing. 

Even someone as powerful as him lost himself, staring rigidly at Shi Hao. 

“Who would have thought that you actually truly appeared!” Scarlet King said again, his expression 

becoming serious to the extreme. 

His expression became grave, as if he was facing a great enemy! 

Chapter 1953 - We Met Before On the Great River of Time 

Scarlet King’s figure was well-built, his bronze skin flowing with brilliance, fiery red hair scattered down 

in front of his chest and behind his back. His massive body gave off a powerful feeling of pressure. 



This was previously a giant in the foreign realm. Even though his rebirth was interrupted, suffering 

serious injuries, he still didn’t die, gradually recovering. 

Right now, his current expression was enough to describe the shock he felt, how serious this situation 

was! 

“Right, it was you!” Shi Hao suddenly realized, everything suddenly clear, knowing what kind of karma 

the two shared. 

When he really thought about it in detail, the two really tangled with each other too deeply, the karma 

extremely great. No wonder that when they met again later, there were so many strange matters. 

“You really were allowed to grow up!” Scarlet King’s long red hair burned like fiery light, dancing about 

there, releasing dazzling symbols. His aura was intimidating. 

In that instant, his magical body increased in size, towering between heaven and earth, standing in the 

cosmos. Stars swirled about at his side. He revealed his most powerful state! 

“In the past, you tried to kill me but failed. It is now time to settle this grudge!” Shi Hao said coldly. His 

magical body also increased in size, towering in the cosmos. 

“I really never expected this... truly unexpected!” Scarlet King continuously sighed, at the same time 

revealing an expression of worry. 

In the past, when Shi Hao was in Heavenly Deity Institution, there was a trial by fire where he followed 

everyone into the Immortal Ancient Battlefield. He experienced a mysterious journey there. 

He previously drank a pot of alcohol, within it immortal dao symbols, natural luck and other things, 

stirring on great karma, alarming a giant from the upper reaches of the great river of time. 

That creature was terrifying, actually able to gaze through the endless past, kill him even when 

separated by time, end him there. 

Who could change the matters along the great river of time? 

Without belonging to the same great era, there was simply no way of interfering. This contained 

tremendous karma, easily causing one’s downfall! 

However, Scarlet King dared do this. 

He previously carried out a deduction with other undying kings, wishing to see if there are any bad 

variables in the future. In the end, they truly discovered Shi Hao. 

Scarlet King grasped the domain of time, the best at it. In the end, he took action, decisively interfering. 

He stood at the upper reaches of the long river of time, wishing to kill Shi Hao, completely end him. It 

was because he saw a corner of a bad future. 

“What I never expected was that there was a white-clad woman who came from the lower reaches of 

the great river of time, stopping my attacks.” Scarlet King’s face became overcast. 



That time, he paid a great price, yet still couldn’t eliminate Shi Hao, leaving him frustrated. It was 

because he almost died from that experience. 

There were rumors that Scarlet King suppressed an immortal king giant traveling around the world, 

wishing to seize his dao fruit, refine him into his own body, thus break through the Immortal King Realm. 

That was why he went into seclusion. 

In reality, it wasn’t like this at all. It was because that time, he interfered with the future, startling great 

karma, his own body almost destroyed, so he had no choice but to lay dormant. 

Of course, he also used this chance of near death state to carry out a rebirth, wishing to reach a higher 

level. 

That immortal king giant became the nourishment for his rebirth. 

If there was a choice, he wouldn’t have slept for a great era with a single slumber. He was forced to do 

this. 

Shi Hao was also thinking to himself. Where was that white-clothed woman now? She came from the 

future, just like a female goddess, style truly unmatched, strength dominating. At that time, she 

seriously injured the Scarlet King from the lower reaches of the great river of time. 

He saw her more than once. He previously met her in Imperishable Scripture’s sea, in the time vortex, 

one step a great era. Unfortunately, in the end, they were still far away, the two wished to converse yet 

couldn’t hear each other. 

Moreover, the one who folded paper boats at the Kun Peng Nest was also her! 

What did her future self and the people at her side encounter? The situation didn’t seem to be that 

great. Were there groups of enemies targeting them? 

“Heaven’s fate truly is a mysterious thing. Ever since I took action from the last great era, everything 

related to you disappeared from my mind. Our divinations turned to nothing, only now when we have 

met again did heavenly fate reappear.” 

Scarlet King said to himself. 

From a certain perspective, regardless of which part of the great river of time one wished to interfere 

with, it would be extremely hard. Even if one died themselves, it was still hard to interfere with it. 

If one’s strength was great enough, able to freely wander within the river of time, change the past, 

overturn the future, what kind of state would this world result in? 

That was why almost no one succeeded before! 

As for those who dared take action, if they didn’t die, they went unconscious, difficult for them to come 

out into the world again. 

Scarlet King was an example. He wasn’t an ordinary undying king, he was previously one of the unrivaled 

giants. Yet in the end, he still ended up in such a sorry state. 



“Wu, everything makes sense now. I can see heaven’s twists of fate, it is precisely you. The corner of the 

future I saw was you, your existence is detrimental to our world, you ought to be eliminated!” 

Scarlet King said. He looked at Shi Hao, only seeing a corner of the future, but already discovered that 

this youngster’s destructive force towards the foreign realm was massive beyond comparison. 

Even though he didn’t see the end, he already knew that if this person didn’t die, this realm wouldn’t be 

at peace, to the extent where history’s most terrifying disaster might be brought about! 

“Crossing the great river of time to kill my true self, how are you going to return this piece of karma?!” 

Shi Hao sneered. 

“What karma do I share with you? If I want to kill, then I will naturally kill. I took on great karma with this 

heaven and earth, wishing to change the future, but then suffered a backlash, almost dying as a result.” 

Scarlet King said coldly. 

However, he admitted that he really was tangled too deeply with Shi Hao. 

Five hundred thousand years ago, his reborn body suddenly had a large half hacked off by an invading 

Shi Hao, how could this not be repaying an instance of great karma?! 

The more he thought about it in detail, the more Scarlet King felt that this was reasonable. His soul was 

stirred up, mind difficult to calm down. 

In the last great era, his attack on Shi Hao from the upper reaches of the great river of time failed, in this 

great era, Shi Hao appeared before him from time to time, attacking his true self. 

This... the deeper he thought about it, the heavier his expression became. 

“It truly is a pity. If there wasn’t that white-clad woman, I would have already killed you back then. Why 

would there be all this trouble?!” 

Scarlet King felt regret! 

Shi Hao laughed, his voice a bit cold. “Even now, you still don’t understand!” 

“What do I not understand?” Scarlet King’s expression was cold. 

“Even if no one saved me, I still wouldn’t have been killed by you!” Shi Hao said indifferently. 

When Scarlet King heard this, his eyes became sharp like lightning, suddenly looking at him. 

“It is precisely because you vainly tried to interfere with the great river of time, taking action from the 

upper reaches, that was why time, space and the world attacked you, causing someone from the lower 

reaches of the river of time to come and go after you. In reality, even if that white-clothed woman didn’t 

appear, there would have been other unexpected things. Perhaps you would have gotten lost, perhaps 

you would have assimilated into the dao and perished, maybe karma force would have devoured you!” 

Shi Hao said. 

In this world, there were some things that were impossible to stop. Those who vainly wished to change 

the past all failed, those who frantically interfered with the future almost all died. 



All signs indicated that all creatures, no matter how powerful they were, if they wanted to overstep the 

bounds of what was right, change great matters like time-space, it was the same as seeking the path to 

their own doom! 

Scarlet King remained silent, but in the end, he couldn’t help but nod, saying, “What you say is 

reasonable. If I didn’t go against time, that white-clothed woman wouldn’t have appeared. Doing all of 

this, in the end... it was all futile! As expected, there are no creatures who could change the ages, 

disrupt the future.” 

He was a bit disappointed and frustrated. He paid a great price in the past, but in the end, he suffered a 

rebound from this world, time, karma and other things, forced to enter seclusion, sleep for a great era. 

Meanwhile, the mysteries of heaven they derived back then also disappeared from their brains. 

When he carefully thought about it, it was all futile after all. Everything they did was useless! 

“Scarlet King, come and settle this karma!” Shi Hao said, pressing forward. 

“Entering my realm, wishing to act recklessly, trying to kill a dragon as a pig, do you think you’ll be able 

to leave?!” Scarlet King said. 

He mentioned the other undying kings, but it was not because he was scared of Shi Hao. As an undying 

giant of a hundred battles, he didn’t really feel any fear. He really wanted to leave Shi Hao behind, 

because no one understood more clearly than him just how much destructive force this youngster 

would bring in the end! 

“Scarlet King, it isn’t you alone who grasped the domain of time, I did as well! In the past, my second 

supreme being bone touched upon time!” Shi Hao roared with laughter. 

He long sensed that Scarlet King’s time force was similar to a summoning. 

Meanwhile, Shi Hao’s time force severed the space of this domain, cutting it off with the outside world. 

In reality, when these two talked for so long, time didn’t continue flowing, almost stopping there. 

It was because they grasped time laws! 

“The battle between the two of us will definitely shock the heavens. At that time, you won’t be able to 

hide your true self!” Scarlet King said coldly. 

Honglong! 

Immediately afterwards, he took action. A blood red furnace flew over, swirling with dazzling radiance, 

releasing endless great dao flames, burning the skies. 

One could see that the universe was melting. They saw Realm Sea, saw the future, the great river of 

time raging. 

Scarlet King was too powerful. He was a giant, someone who looked down on the secular world! 

“Kill!” 



At this moment, Shi Hao didn’t dare act carelessly either, using all of his methods. He wanted to use the 

shortest amount of time to kill Scarlet King. Otherwise, the other undying kings would quickly arrive. 

This type of battle couldn’t go to three thousand moves. He instead used his greatest moves, clashing 

head-on, deciding life and death in an instant. 

Sword wings appeared from Shi Hao’s body, this was Aocheng’s weapon. In an instant, sword energy 

erupted in endless streaks, flying outwards. At the same time, a heavenly spear appeared in his hands, 

this was originally Taishi Immortal King’s weapon, now attacking Scarlet King. 

Dang! 

The scarlet red furnace previously absorbed an immortal king’s essence blood and soul, terrifying 

beyond compare. It erupted with endless great dao symbol light flames. 

This place exploded, stars caving in. The great river of time tangled about the two of them. 

This was a world shocking great battle! 

Shi Hao wanted to decide life and death with this strike, but Scarlet King was cunning, not facing him 

head-on, avoiding his attacks. He defended with the Scarlet King Furnace, while he himself withdrew. 

“Past extending to present everlasting!” 

Scarlet King shouted. He used a secret time technique. With a slice, he cut open his own wrist, blood 

splashing outwards, and then the secret technique was displayed. He wanted to remove Shi Hao’s head. 

This was time force, time symbols. They were soaked in the blood of Scarlet King, surrounding Shi Hao. 

Hong! 

The sword wings on Shi Hao’s body shook, releasing endless sword radiance, piercing through time 

force. He released a roar, his secret techniques all released, vowing to kill Scarlet King. 

With a hong noise, reincarnation force appeared, time symbols fluttered about. These were Shi Hao’s 

time laws, seizing Scarlet King’s time, surrounding him within. 

At the same time, his fist became too dazzling, lightning endless. It smashed through everything in the 

way, attacking Scarlet King’s true body. 

Dang! 

Scarlet King released a great roar. The fiery red furnace blocked in front of him again. Moreover, at this 

time, he sneered, producing a small bell. With a light shake, heaven and earth shook, time shattering, 

becoming like a sea, drowning Shi Hao within. 

“In the past, when I was in the great river of time, I didn’t dare touch the foundational force of time, but 

today, I don’t feel any misgivings anymore. Who can stop me?” Scarlet King roared out. 

The giant of a generation now fully displayed his unmatched skills. He went crazy, wishing to cut down 

Shi Hao here. 



When Shi Hao was surrounded within, one could see his hair turning white, body becoming aged. He 

was struck by Scarlet King’s second undying king weapon’s symbols. His body shook endlessly. 

That bell looked gray and plain, but it released chaotic energy, swirled with time ripples. It was too 

powerful, much more terrifying than the Scarlet King Furnace. 

This was Scarlet King’s life weapon, something he had refined for an endless amount of time. It was his 

most powerful trump card. 

Heh... 

Shi Hao was laughing, not feeling fear. His body was covered in symbols, his six great secret realms 

shining at the same time. Time force was hacked open by him, his body returning to his young state! 

In that instant, his body seemed to have turned into a bell, then became a pagoda, then a cauldron, 

mysterious and unpredictable, containing endless great dao profound mysteries. 

Hong! 

In the end, he stood here. A pool appeared, secret techniques appearing within and symbols swirling. It 

was just too mysterious. 

All types of irregular scenes appeared! 

At this moment, the heavens all appeared, supporting Shi Hao one layer after another! 

Great dao golden lotuses appeared all over the cosmos, the river of time irrigating those great dao 

golden lotuses. They covered the world just like that. 

At the same time, fiery light appeared in endless strands around Shi Hao’s body, like divine precious 

clothes, carrying rebirth force. One could vaguely hear phoenixes that cried out. When he brandished 

his fist, it was as if a Kun Peng spread its wings, splitting the heavens. 

That scene was too terrifying, endless profound mysteries appearing. When Shi Hao took action, the six 

great secret realms rumbled, displaying all of his secret cultivation methods, forming a fist imprint! 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao released a great shout that shook this realm. The other undying kings were alarmed, rushing 

towards this place. 

It was too terrifying! 

Shi Hao’s fist was incomparable, contained within it were the Lightning Emperor Technique, Kun Peng 

profound mysteries, True Phoenix rebirth force, True Primordial Record, Imperishable Scripture 

meanings, Grass Symbols Sword Extreme... 

He had long completely mastered all of these things, taking them as his own. Now, they were merged 

into unrivaled true meanings, displaying a world shocking strike. 

The secret techniques he produced merged together, carrying irregular scenes, now smashing forward 

murderously. 



Right now, Shi Hao was incomparable! 

His entire body was hazy, as if he didn’t belong to this age. His fist imprint was without equal! 

Scarlet King wanted to evade, didn’t want to face it head-on, but he couldn’t. It was because those 

irregular scenes swallowed up this expanse of cosmos. 

There were great dao golden lotuses everywhere, watered by the great river of time. Those scenes were 

as terrifying as terrifying could be. In the surroundings, figures sat one after another, seated above the 

nine heavens! 

Immortal Kings approached the nine heavens, more than just one. They displayed endless power, as if 

there was a true group of exceptional experts who descended! 

Scarlet King had no choice but to fight, fight Shi Hao to the end. 

Dang! 

In the end, Shi Hao’s fist smashed through that fiery red furnace, shaking up Scarlet King until he 

coughed out large mouthfuls of blood, staggering backwards. 

If this strike was ineffective, then Shi Hao really would have lost, because this was everything he had. He 

wanted to kill Scarlet King before the other undying kings arrived. 

He used everything he learned, his life’s power was fully displayed. 

AHH... 

Scarlet King roared, blocking Shi Hao’s fist imprint that continued forward after smashing through the 

Scarlet King Furnace, clearly about to reach his body. 

It displayed its original form, its entire body scarlet red. It had the head of a flood dragon, body of a lion, 

covered in blood scales, sinister and ferocious. 

At the same time, it opened its mouth, spitting out that bell, also displaying the most powerful divine 

abilities. It rushed at Shi Hao, staking it all. 

The sky and earth here immediately turned upside down. 

Shi Hao endured the erosion of time force. His six great secret realms shone, severing time, but he was 

still injured, blood flowing from the corners of his mouth. 

He didn’t even suffer like this when facing three great immortal kings. However, when facing Scarlet 

King, this giant, the other party’s dying retaliation posed such a great threat to him. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao’s entire body swirled with immortal light, forcefully stirring on the years, tearing apart time 

symbols. That hand produced a fist imprint, smashing over murderously. 

Dang! 



The Scarlet King Bell was blasted aside by him. Even though his hand was corroded to the point of 

declining and aging, it was still smashed apart. Then, with a honglong noise, he attacked Scarlet King. 

Scarlet King’s original body opened its bloody mouth, tearing at Shi Hao, wishing to directly devour him. 

“Evil thing, you dare?!” 

Shi Hao roared out. In the surroundings, golden lotuses were everywhere. These weren’t void images, 

but rather truly appearing. They immediately submerged Scarlet King, blasting at him. 

At the same time, there were many seated figures that appeared in the sky. They opened their eyes, 

attacking at Scarlet King murderously. 

That was a secret technique Shi Hao established. This strike was too terrifying. Those figures attacked at 

the same time, truly like kings that approached the nine heavens, all of them taking action. 

Hong! 

Scarlet King was blasted until he coughed out large mouthfuls of blood! 

Pu! 

Shi Hao’s true body sat on top of it, fist imprint unmatched, attacking its body. Blood immediately 

erupted. 

Honglong! 

Primal chaos drowned out this place, blood radiance continuously surging. Beast roars and furious howls 

sounded continuously, the fighting bitter. 

Pu! 

In the end, everything came to an end. Scarlet King’s body fell to the edge of the ruined cosmos, head 

directly torn off by Shi Hao, held in his hand. 

However, that primordial spirit didn’t perish, momentarily impossible to kill. 

“Collect!” 

Shi Hao shouted. A pool appeared, sucking Scarlet King’s headless body inside. At the same time, it also 

seized Scarlet King’s weapon. 

As for that head and primordial spirit, they were personally subdued by Shi Hao. He held the head in 

hand, turning around and leaving. 

“Who?” n--𝑂)/𝒱)(𝑒))𝒍(/𝔟(-I/)n 

“You dare?!” 

“Kill!” 

Right at this time, undying kings appeared in succession, taking action even while millions and millions of 

li away. There was a large hand that reached over, striking towards Shi Hao’s back. 



There was a golden spear that was incomparably sharp, stabbing at the back of Shi Hao’s head. 

They were chasing him murderously! 

Chapter 1954 - Slaughtering Out of Foreign Realm 

Shi Hao suddenly turned around, looking down at the experts coming from all directions. There were 

just too many undying kings chasing after him, actually more than eight powerful individuals. 

Right now, there were other undying kings who revived, their magical projections appearing in the limits 

of the distant cosmos. They were all going to slaughter their way over in the end. 

Chi! 

A golden spear stabbed over, carrying biting cold killing intent. It was dazzling to the extreme, the 

golden radiance submerging everything! 

With a dang noise, Shi Hao brandished Taishi’s heavenly spear, sweeping out, striking aside that golden 

spear. Brilliant sparks flew between the two, large amounts of stars falling! 

Shi Hao knew that this person was Anlan, this spear thrusted out from millions and millions of li away, 

the power extremely terrifying. 

Honglong! 

Then, two large hands appeared one after another, coming from different creatures. One struck towards 

his back, one towards his head. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao released a light shout. The heavenly spear burned the skies, now aimed at a large hand covered 

in scales, colliding with it. There were actually kengqiang noises released, the sound incredibly ear-

piercing. 

Pu! 

In the end, there were scales that came off, blood trickling out. 

The heavenly spear was a weapon, but the one who was powerful was the one behind it. Shi Hao used 

magical force, infusing it into the heavenly spear, causing quite a few of the other party’s sturdy and 

unbreaking scales to fall off. 

At the same time, Shi Hao formed a fist imprint, smashing towards a black-colored opponent, the force 

making the other party’s fingers split apart, blood flowing out. n(-0𝓋𝑬𝑙𝐛In 

This was just a brief interaction, yet it already split apart this starry sky. 

Shi Hao really wanted to stay behind and unleash a great slaughter, but he couldn’t. This was the foreign 

realm, even undying kings were alarmed. If he stayed behind, there might be groups of kings that 

surrounded him. 



He was indeed extremely strong, but he wasn’t powerful to the point where he could face an entire 

enemy world alone. The foreign realm had experienced an endless amount of time, accumulating forces 

throughout the great eras. 

Even if there were only three or four from each great era, or even only one or two who achieved 

undying kings status, when many great eras were added together, all of these old monsters jumping out, 

how terrifying would that be? 

“Kill!” 

Shutuo released a great roar. He was chasing from the back, attacking Shi Hao murderously. 

“Where do you think you are going?!” 

Anlan also released a great shout. The golden spear in his hands stabbed over again, crushing the stars, 

the speartip swirling with the great river of time, the scene horrifying. 

Honglong! 

Shi Hao’s hands held his heavenly spear, sweeping out again. Endless secret methods erupted, 

accompanied by lightning and undying immortal flames, as well as divine chains of order and other 

things. 

Kengqiang noises immediately sounded in this place, many weapons clashing. Shi Hao faced many 

undying kings alone. 

In that instant, Shi Hao’s mind became heavy. There were many peak undying kings, among them, there 

was even a giant figure among undying kings, an existence who could look down on a realm. 

This person wasn’t weaker than Scarlet King! 

Shi Hao could be considered a giant now, tyrannical and incomparable, but when he was surrounded by 

so many people, the pressure was still too great. 

Hong! 

At this time, a purple-gold gourd appeared, belonging to that giant. It smashed towards Shi Hao. 

With a dang noise, it was struck aside by the heavenly spear. This place flourished with brilliance, the 

primal chaos mist around his body all scattering, exposing his true self. 

En? 

The undying kings stared at him, some of them stunned, some of them shocked, a bit stupefied. 

It was actually Huang? 

This was too unexpected! 

Just now, Shi Hao deliberately concealed the mysteries of heaven, but now, he didn’t have any more 

fear, precisely wishing to fight it out bloodily, unleash a great slaughter, slaughter his way out like this. 

“Huang, how could it be him?!” 



The undying kings were all stunned. The past youngster, just how old was he? He didn’t even experience 

an entire great era, yet he already became a king! 

“He... is that person!” Scarlet King was indeed decisive, even though he was suppressed, he still released 

a weak voice. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao suppressed it, splitting its primordial spirit, tearing it into a lump of light. 

Even though Scarlet King wouldn’t immediately die, able to quickly reforge his soul, this was still a type 

of injury for him. 

“It’s him!” In that instant, Shutuo sensed something. It was because not long ago, they also sensed 

something, the shrouded mysteries of fate appearing in their minds, but it was extremely blurry. 

Now, because of Scarlet King’s reminder, it became clear. The mysteries of heaven finally gained 

substance. 

In the past, the variable they worked hard to derive was actually Huang? 

The heaven’s fate that was released before, then disappeared from their memories, now actually 

reappeared, making them understand many things. 

“Right, it is precisely him. When we attacked him back then, he was saved by that white-clothed woman, 

and then we suffered from the backlash of karma. He is precisely that variable!” 

Anlan roared out, leading the kings in surrounding Shi Hao, going crazy right now. 

The great events in the long river of time couldn’t be changed. If they weren’t in the same great era, 

even if one defied the heavens, it was still difficult to change the trajectory of history. 

Even if some slight areas were changed, it couldn’t change the greater trajectory. 

Scarlet King crossed the great river of time, dealing with more than just Shi Hao, but only Shi Hao alone 

was related to the greater trajectory. 

In the end, it was still proven that not even the giants among undying kings could change the greater 

trajectory. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao went crazy. After being chased after by everyone, he would walk and stop every so often, 

continuously turning around to release attacks, really wishing to get rid of one more undying king. 

However, these people were all too strong, staying together and attacking him, not giving him a chance. 

This was a world shocking great battle. The foreign realm’s kings were all alarmed. 

Honglong! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot appeared, carrying unmatched might. The aura was terrifying to the 

extreme, flying over from the distance, suppressing towards Shi Hao. 



WIthout a doubt, this was another giant among immortal kings! 

Dang! 

Shi Hao clashed with it head-on, blasting this pot until it swayed, spinning outwards. However, the 

pressure didn’t decrease, seriously threatening him. 

It was rumored that the existence within the Immortal Smelting Pot was incomparably powerful, one of 

history’s most powerful experts. 

However, the lord of the Immortal Smelting Pot was too mysterious, some saying that his current 

condition wasn’t good, waiting for a chance to rebirth, others saying that he is sleeping in the pot, rarely 

making an appearance. 

This battle continued until the sun and moon lost radiance, mountains and rivers lost color. Shi Hao 

fought from one expanse of the cosmos to another, blood flowing from the corners of his lips. 

However, there were also undying kings that had their arms ripped off by his berserk attacks. Shi Hao 

took several attacks, but also fought until the undying kings were horrified. 

They were surrounding and attacking him, yet Huang was too ferocious, one person actually 

slaughtering his way out, he could not be stopped. Could it be that he really can escape alive? 

Dong dong dong... 

There was someone who struck a war drum, calling over the undying kings who still hadn’t made an 

appearance, wishing to jointly capture and kill Huang, leave him behind here. 

Shi Hao fought until his eyes turned red, bathed in the blood of his enemies. His own body also had 

injuries, some stabbed out by spears, some inflicted by the multicolored brilliance released by the 

purple-gold gourd. 

Of course, he also struck the other party until they coughed out large mouthfuls of blood, even more so 

one whose forehead was almost hacked open by his sword extreme technique, almost losing his life on 

the spot. 

Roar... 

Shi Hao released a great roar, facing Anlan head-on. He really wanted to kill Anlan. Back then, the one 

who seized Sin Province, harmed Huo Ling’er and made her fall into darkness was precisely this person. 

Peng peng peng... 

Shi Hao faced Anlan, the battle extremely intense. That golden spear was directly smashed broken. 

Honglong! 

A great imprint descended on Shi Hao’s back, impossible to avoid. It was because there were just too 

many people attacking, the skies covered in symbols, great dao laws everywhere. 

Shi Hao staggered, coughing out a mouthful of blood! 

Roar! 



Shi Hao suddenly turned around. His hair was disheveled, eyes incredibly cold. 

Embodiment Transformation Great Method, hazy radiance flowed. He produced several figures, the 

scene horrifying. With a honglong sound, they rushed out murderously along with his true self. 

Shi Hao went all out, or else he wouldn’t use all of these restricted secret techniques. 

This wasn’t purely breaking out, he also wanted to kill more undying kings! 

Dong! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot shone, the pot mouth releasing mysterious mist. Then, it formed a vortex, 

wishing to suck Shi Hao’s true body in. 

“Get lost!” 

The space between Shi Hao’s brows was brilliant, releasing primal chaos sword radiance, using 

unmatched magical force, striking aside the Immortal Smelting Pot. 

Dang! 

Anlan’s spear, Shutuo’s great hand and others’ attacks were all temporarily struck aside. There was red 

blood by the corners of his lips as well. He rushed forward and attacked murderously. 

“Stop him!” Someone shouted. 

Honglong! 

Shi Hao charged forward together with the creatures he produced, frantically attacking. In that instant, 

the Kun Peng King spread its wings, Willow Deity released golden willow branches that pierced the void 

and True Phoenixes released great cries. 

Pu! 

In the end, an undying king was pierced by him. His weapon was a great seal, but it was blasted aside. 

Afterwards, he was even more so struck by a fist imprint from Shi Hao, smashed apart here. 

It was because when he faced the attacks of these undying kings, the injury on his back was horrifying, 

suffering from the strike of this great imprint. 

Now, he attacked this person, slaughtering this undying king together with the figures he summoned. 

Pu! 

Blood surged. Shi Hao removed his head. 

This place became resplendent, even Anlan, Shutuo and the others couldn’t help but back up. It was 

because Shi Hao directly smashed apart an undying king weapon, the energy waves able to injure even 

them. 

At the same time, the undying king’s great imprint was also destroyed. 

Shi Hao took action, throwing out the Scarlet King Furnace. Then, he fiercely refined it, making it explode 

here, letting it erupt in the direction where the kings were chasing after him. 



The Scarlet King Furnace was already broken by him before, so now, he just used this opportunity, 

detonating it here. 

This was utter humiliation. A group of people surrounded and attacked Shi Hao, yet they let him get 

away, even another undying king was killed, just how domineering and terrifying was this? 

Hong! 

Immediately afterwards, when more people chased after him, Shi Hao triggered the explosions of two 

more immortal kings, the first Scarlet King’s, the other the second king he captured. 

This created a huge storm, this universe even becoming unstable. 

Shi Hao slaughtered his way out just like that, charging out of the place defended by these foreign realm 

cultivators. 

His valiance was unmatched, carrying two heads as he slaughtered his way out of the foreign realm. 

In the back, the giants moved, still chasing after him, rushing out of the foreign realm. 

This was a ruined expanse of stars. Many great eras ago, the other side fought endless great decisive 

battles with Immortal Domain here, leaving behind many traces. 

A city gate was right before him. It was tightly shut, behind it was a path into Immortal Domain. 

“Open the immortal gates!” 

Shi Hao roared out. He arrived here. 

The people in the back didn’t dare because they saw the undying kings chasing over from the back and 

the golden spear which was about to arrive. 

“Anlan, you all are courting death!” 

Shi Hao released a shout. Immediately, a bell sounded. He activated Scarlet King’s bell, using the 

powerful time force to interfere with the incoming attacks. 

At the same time, he seized Taishi and Aocheng’s primordial spirits, prepared to use them to blast aside 

this city gate. 

This wasn’t the first time he did this. Not long ago, when he was charging through the foreign realm, he 

used Yuanchu Immortal King’s primordial spirit to blast it apart. 

Now, he was going to adopt even more severe measures. This was related to the fate of Aocheng and 

Taishi, the two incomparably nervous. 

“Open the gates!” 

Inside the city gate, there were people who ordered. 

When the people in the city heard this, they couldn’t help but turn their bodies around. Their faces 

immediately turned white, seeing an immortal king! 



Moreover, it wasn’t just one, there were ten who came. They wanted to open the city gate, directly 

transmitting sound to let Shi Hao in. 

Huang went out alone, slaughtering undying kings on the other side. This type of bravery shocked all of 

the experts in Immortal Domain, this place not remaining calm ever since his departure. 

Then, some immortal kings came out together, coming here, wishing to see if he could return alive. 

In the end, they really waited until his return, seeing him come back with the heads of two undying 

kings! 

Shi Hao entered the city. With a honglong noise, the gate was closed, this basically sealing up this realm. 

“What, this is Scarlet King?” An old monster cried out. 

There was a giant among these immortal kings. He descended here, recognizing Scarlet King. 

They were truly stunned, feeling incredibly shocked, faces covered in shocked expressions. Just how 

heaven-defying was Huang? He slaughtered his way into the foreign realm alone, actually killing Scarlet 

King, bringing back the heads of two kings. 

They knew that Huang’s rise was already unstoppable, truly becoming a giant among immortal kings. 

“Who dares come out and fight?!” 

Anlan, Shutuo and the others stood in the empty space, staring at that massive giant city, roaring loudly. 

“Even Scarlet King’s head was removed, do you all want to die too?” Shi Hao said, replying coldly. 

Chapter 1955 - Who Dares Face Me? 

Shi Hao spoke in such a domineering manner, shaking up both realms. 

On the city wall, figures appeared one after another, indistinct and terrifying. They were all kings of 

Immortal Domain, even they were shocked. This up-and-coming youngster really was arrogant! 

As for the other side, Anlan, Shutuo and the others’ faces were all cold, releasing killing intent. Today, 

their side’s losses were really severe, immediately losing two kings. 

Scarlet King was even one of the giants! 

Honglong! 

Figures descended one after another, chasing up to the city gate. These were the other side’s undying 

kings, more than ten of them towering there like primal chaos banners from the age of creation, just too 

powerful. 

Shi Hao’s battle in the foreign realm shocked all sides, alarming some experts who have been sleeping all 

this time. 

This was especially the case with Scarlet King’s downfall. When the blood of this type of giant rained 

down on the foreign realm’s land, the irregular scenes produced were too terrifying, shaking up that 

entire world. 



That was why kings revived one after another, some slaughtering over first, some waking up after. Now, 

a group of vicious people hurried over. 

“Huang, get out here right now, I will kill you!” 

There was one undying king from the foreign realm who, despite having already become a king for many 

years, still had a fiery temper, even more vigorous than a youngster, shouting here. 

This person had a head of long azure blue hair, eyes like two broad blades, staring rigidly at the youngest 

figure on the city wall. In his hand was a golden trident, his entire body releasing exceptional killing 

intent. 

“Are you seeking death?” 

Shi Hao replied indifferently. He gave the other party a look, discovering that more than ten undying 

kings came, standing side by side like a demonic wall, towering into the clouds, just too majestic and 

powerful. 

He wasn’t surprised at all. Even if there were only one or two individuals who could become undying 

kings per great era, starting from the Age of Emperor Collapse, there was endless time that passed. The 

foreign realm’s accumulation also became shocking enough. 

He knew that this wasn’t everything, that the other side definitely had kings who didn’t come out yet! 

“Everyone, do you dare go out with me and slaughter all of them?” Shi Hao asked the kings on the walls. 

Right now, there weren’t as many immortal kings as undying kings here, but he believed that he could 

suppress many people. When the time came and they fought with everything they had, they could 

suppress the other side. 

On the city walls, those who weren’t immortal kings were all shivering inwardly, feeling incomparable 

fear under this type of situation. 

The ten immortal kings looked at each other in dismay. Huang really was aggressive! 

“Dao friend, now still isn’t the time to fight to the end, Realm Sea has some great issues.” An immortal 

king said, his words full of considerations. 

“Huang, do you dare fight?” Below, that blue-haired man roared out, challenging above. 

“Is it you who will fight me, or a group of people who will face me?” Shi Hao asked, his face carrying cold 

intent. If anyone dared fight him one on one, he didn’t mind slaughtering his way over. 

This was on the pretense that the undying kings swore an oath. At this level, the oaths of king figures 

were extremely terrifying. If they really went against it, they would suffer from the backlash of heaven 

and earth natural laws. 

“Naturally...” That blue-haired man was about to shout out that this was a one on one challenge. 

However, Anlan took action, releasing primal chaos natural laws, cutting off his voice, blocking his 

following words, not letting him speak them. 



“Dao brother, you are too rash. Huang is now comparable to the most powerful giant, you aren’t his 

match.” Anlan said directly. 

The blue-haired man’s nature was explosive. He released a great roar, his head of hair all stood on end, 

becoming like an unmatched demonic god. Waves of darkness aura were released. He couldn’t accept 

this. 

“How about this, I’ll even allow two undying kings to face me together with him. I’ll fight the three of 

you alone, do you all dare?” Shi Hao spoke again. 

“Who do you take me for!” 

The blue-haired large man erupted into rage. His eyes were bronze,an ancient beast appearing behind 

him, this was his original body. He couldn’t help but want to turn into his original form, throw himself at 

the city gate. 

However, he was still stopped by Shutuo and Anlan, not going to fight. 

“Who dares face me?” 

Shi Hao stood on the city gate, looking down on the foreign realm’s kings. In his right hand was a 

heavenly spear, in his left hand was Scarlet King’s bell. With a light shake, bell ripples were released, 

shaking one down to their soul. 

Meanwhile, underneath his feet, there were two heads, both belonging to undying kings, soaked in 

blood. One of them was a giant -- Scarlet King! 

This scene carried a powerful intimidation force! 

On the other side, an endless great army appeared inside that ancient city, undying beings taking the 

lead. Because they heard the roars of kings, they thought that they were going to war against Immortal 

Domain, so they slaughtered their way over. 

However, when these people saw Huang on the other side’s wall, all of their expressions changed. There 

were some who recognized him. 

There were even some who saw the two skulls. After understanding who they belonged to, they were all 

scared badly, their faces turning white. 

Two great kings, one of them was even Scarlet King! They were killed by him just like that? 

On the foreign realm’s side, a disturbance was immediately raised. This news was just too horrifying! 

Huang appeared in this world again! Not only did he not die, his cultivation even reached this level. 

This was especially the case for creatures of his generation, all of them stupefied. 

There were some so-called heavenly geniuses who hadn’t even reached Supreme Being Realm yet! 

There were Emperor Clan creatures with endless potential who, back then, were already supreme 

beings. Even after five hundred thousand years passed, it was still hard for them to break through the 

barrier of death and become undying beings. Right now, they discovered that only by raising their heads 

and looking high above, could they see their past opponent. The other party already became a king! 



The undying kings naturally noticed these people’s feelings. Shutuo stepped out. 

“Immortal Domain’s kings, our many years of equilibrium have been shattered. This is fine as well. If you 

all wish to fight, then let’s just fight. Let’s settle things today, start a great battle!” 

Shutuo roared out, pointing towards the city in front of him, challenging the immortal kings, having 

them come out of the city to settle everything. 

He needed to take the initiative, reverse his own side’s low morale. Otherwise, Huang would gain the 

upper hand through a show of strength just by standing there, leaving their side’s outstanding later 

generation incredibly dejected. 

“Shutuo, I can kill you with a single hand. Do you dare fight or not?” Shi Hao shouted. 

His words were extremely domineering, just that direct, immediately shattering Shutuo’s powerful 

stance. n-)𝗼)(𝗏--𝓮--𝒍--𝑏--I)(n 

“All of you, go back. There is no need for you to participate in this battle.” Shutuo spoke, ordering for 

those later generation experts to return. He really was worried that Huang would go crazy here, 

unleashing a bloodbath across the ancient pass. 

“Heh... haha...” Shi Hao laughed endlessly, extremely domineering. 

“Huang, cease your arrogance! Sooner or later, we will take your head!” Anlan shouted. 

“Whoever seeks death, I will help them accomplish their aim!” Shi Hao replied. 

In the end, this battle didn’t erupt, both sides withdrawing. The foreign realm was full of unwillingness, 

these undying kings returning with resentment. 

After all these years, whenever they left, when hadn’t they torn apart the other side’s great world, 

slaughtered until the heavens wept and earth sobbed, blood flowing like rivers? Who was able to stop 

them? 

Yet today, they were forced to hold back their rage! 

However, what could they do? The giants of their side were either silent or still in seclusion, not showing 

any intent to fight a great decisive battle against Immortal Domain, so they could only withdraw their 

troops in disappointment and frustration. 

A great commotion erupted in Immortal Domain! 

Shi Hao charged into the foreign realm alone, making them suffer a crushing defeat. Scarlet King’s head 

was removed, shaking up the ancient cosmos. 

Even those as powerful as immortal kings all left the pass, wishing to verify this matter. 

The significance of this was too great. Who was Scarlet King? He overlooked endless time, rose and fell 

with the ages, unmatched under the sky. This was a terrifying giant! 

However, this type of powerful creature who grasped time laws was killed by Huang, having his head 

seized! 



Chi! 

Multicolored light flashed. Shi Hao released the Golden Fur Hou from his own secret technique precious 

pool and then rode on it, his appearance dignified. 

Inside that pool, there were Taishi’s heavenly spear, Scarlet King’s bell, Aocheng’s sword wings, and 

other things. They were all immortal king weapons. At the same time, it suppressed Aocheng and Scarlet 

King’s primordial spirits. 

This Hou was scared badly today. Huang’s strength was far more formidable than it had imagined. Its 

scalp turned numb, as it personally witnessed that great battle. 

Now, it began to hesitate. Even if it was given a chance to be freed, it would hesitate. Should it even still 

try to kill Shi Hao at this point? 

It felt like if it really did that, then that was purely courting death! 

However, could it be that it really had to bow down, willingly become Huang’s mount? 

Even though its dao had flaws, not a pure immortal king, the creatures of the outside world still called it 

a king! 

This type of status, to become a mount for another, it really was hard for it to bear. 

Shi Hao sat on the Golden Fur Hou’s body, returning just like that. Great commotion was stirred along 

the way back, who knew how many creatures from different clans coming to pay their respects! 

There were some youngsters who seemed like they were making a pilgrimage, incredibly devout and 

sincere, bowing towards the sky, prostrating themselves in worship towards him. 

The Golden Fur Hou stepped on primal chaos, crossing star remains, passing by just like that, its dignity 

unquestionable as it carried Shi Hao across the cosmos. 

Along the way, countless cultivators prostrated themselves in respect. 

In reality, as long as one became an immortal king, there would be large amounts of followers, able to 

control an expanse of cosmos and turn it into their own dao rite. 

“He has defied the heavens, Huang killed Scarlet King, even removing another undying king’s head along 

the way, now returning powerfully!” 

“Aocheng, Taishi, Yuanchu, their defeat wasn’t in vain!” 

The ancient freaks of different clans were all conversing among themselves. 

In reality, many creatures in this world were discussing among themselves, all of them excited and 

stirred up. 

There were previously six great immortal kings who faced Shi Hao, wishing to save Aocheng and the 

other two immortal kings. Now, they all shivered inwardly. Huang was just too sinister, who could stand 

against this type of domineering might? 



Among them, there were some who personally went to West Sky Gate, saw everything with their own 

eyes, leaving them deeply shaken. 

“Huang’s prestige is not something that can be questioned.” Someone said quietly. 

A giant this young might very well break through the Immortal King Realm. Who wouldn’t feel 

restraining fear? 

When Shi Hao killed Scarlet King this time, it proved his unmatched world shaking style! 

Shi Hao returned. The Divine Striking Stone, Lightning Spirit and others all released ao ao cries, 

extremely excited. They no longer had to always hide and survive under Pan King’s protection. 

Now, who dared take action? They had to first get past Huang! 

“Dao friend, with your aptitude and age, your accomplishments will truly be unprecedented!” Pan King 

couldn’t help but say with a light sigh. 

Shi Hao returned. There were some immortal kings who previously invited him, but they were all 

refused by him. He still returned to Pan King’s cosmos. 

“Senior, you are too kind with your praise.” Shi Hao said humbly. 

He could act domineeringly against enemies, but towards his benefactors, he always remained 

extremely respectful. 

Even though he knew that many of his old friends were waiting for him, he still took some time to meet 

Pan King first. He could tell that Pan King had something he really wanted to tell him. 

“Dao friend, with your talent, perhaps the day may come when you will truly break through the 

Immortal King Realm, establish a legend through endless ages!” Pan King said. 

He stared at Shi Hao, saying, “Right now, you need to make preparations early. Everything is about to 

start moving.” 

“Thank you senior for the advice.” Shi Hao said. 

“It can’t be considered advice, merely a bit of experience.” Pan King nodded. He previously believed that 

no one could reach the limit of that path, but when he saw Shi Hao now, he couldn’t help but feel a stir 

within him. 

According to what Pan King said, from now on, he had to make every aspect of himself perfect, there 

couldn’t be the slightest room for error. For example, his primordial spirit couldn’t be injured, his flesh 

had to be in a perfect state. 

“At the immortal king level, making any progress is difficult. The world has some ancient methods that 

can help you advance a bit faster. For example, you can establish a temple, establish your own images, 

receive the prayers of all clans. Your primordial spirit will thus become even stronger, become sturdy 

and unbreakable.” 

“Won’t it be enough if I establish an Imperial Court?” Shi Hao asked with a bit of confusion. 



“You must not! Imperial Court must not be established rashly, or else there will be a great disaster!” Pan 

King warned. 

Chapter 1956 - Imperial Court Cannot Be Established 

From past until present, all those who vainly attempted to establish an Imperial Court died, not a single 

one of them having a good ending. 

There was no exception to this. It was to the extent where even all those who broke through the 

Immortal King Realm and saw the dawn of the Emperor Realm still met dismal conclusions. 

If it was just the people of a single era, that was one thing, but this was the case throughout several 

eras. Several Imperial Courts were established, but all of them collapsed in the end, disaster was 

brought to all of these clans, almost all of them completely wiped out! 

“The Butcher, someone in the Realm Sea, is an unmatched expert, someone who could call himself an 

unrivaled giant even in the Realm Sea. HIs ancestor had previously completed Immortal Domain’s 

cultivation method together with others.” Pan King said. 

The Butcher’s ancestor, that really was someone with extraordinary abilities, his strength as heaven-

defying as several old immortal kings’. They all dared slaughter their way to Realm Sea’s side, daring to 

attack a Guidance Ancient Palace that fell down. 

However, those old immortal kings all died in the end, the Imperial Court they established together 

collapsed. 

In the end, there was only the Butcher and one or two others who escaped disaster, the rest all dying, 

their bloodlines extinguished forever. 

Ssss! 

Shi Hao sucked in a cold breath of air. This really was sinister. 

He had previously heard about this matter before. Five hundred thousand years ago, that golden-

winged woman on the top of the World Tree had previously mentioned it to him so that he wouldn’t 

casually establish an Imperial Court. 

“Just what exactly caused this?” 

Shi Hao couldn’t figure it out himself. He looked towards Pan King, asking for guidance. 

After all, this was an immortal king who had lived for an incomparably long time. What he understood 

was definitely much more than Shi Hao. 

“I don’t know, the situation is too complicated. There are all types of rumors...” Pan King shook his head, 

but he still explained some things. 

There were ancient immortal kings who said that they might have been cursed. In the Age of Emperor 

Collapse, there were some major events that happened that didn’t permit its reestablishment. 



There were some who said that it was because the darkness, inauspicious and ominous stood against 

the Imperial Court. Once someone truly established it, it would then be attacked, and then entirely 

wiped out. 

There were others who said that the Imperial Court might have existed before, extremely glorious, but 

unfortunately, it used up all of its good fortune in the Age of Emperor Collapse, and so it was thus 

accompanied by disaster. That was why anyone who dared establish an Imperial Court afterwards was 

basically repaying great fortune. 

The sayings were all different, one more unreliable than the next. 

Shi Hao frowned, he found all of these not too plausible. n𝗼𝓋𝑒-𝗅𝒃-1n 

“This matter really is hard to say, but in the end, it is best if you don’t establish it to avoid bringing about 

a disaster upon yourself.” Pan King warned. It was one thing in the lower realm, after all, it never 

touched upon the higher immortal dao level. 

However, in this realm, it was different. It was to the extent where the eyes of many ancient families 

went red. Who wanted to use the name Imperial Court? If it was established, the effects would 

definitely be great. 

However, who dared do such a thing? 

“There is another saying. You should be aware that there is a faint line of footsteps by Dam World. Some 

suspect that it was left behind by the existence related to the Imperial Court of the Age of Emperor 

Collapse, thinking that it is that existence who left those footprints behind.” 

It was also precisely those footprints that caused generation after generation of immortal kings to 

advance wave upon wave, chase after it, enter the Realm Sea, wishing to arrive at the final destination. 

“After crossing the Land of Darkness, that is where the ultimate mysteries lie.” Pan King sighed with 

regret. 

Shi Hao revealed a surprised expression. Even the mystery of the Imperial Court ultimately pointed to 

the limits of the Realm Sea? 

The Land of Darkness, Guidance Ancient Palace, Imperial Court, all of these all had the same destination! 

“You should build some temples. The people of the world often chant our names, which can allow our 

immortal king primordial spirits to become increasingly sturdy and imperishable!” Pan King said. 

Underneath the immortal kings, when their statues were consecrated in temples, what was obtained 

was faith energy. Meanwhile, at the immortal king level, the significance became completely different, it 

could strengthen the primordial spirit. 

“There is this type of thing?” Shi Hao was stunned. 

He always thought that when he established his giant palace, obtained the prayers of all clans, what he 

obtained was only will force, related to faith, able to help him construct a divine body. 

Now, it seemed like there were some other secrets. 



When one’s name was chanted often, it was the same as strengthening his primordial spirit, able to 

make him more and more powerful, making his primordial spirit impervious to all tribulations. 

After carefully learning about these things, he then went to personally try it out. He had just slaughtered 

his way back from the foreign realm, so quite a few creatures were chanting his name. 

“Wu, there are some benefits.” 

He felt like for himself, the significance wouldn’t be too great since it didn’t really agree with his dao. He 

used the body as a seed, the most basic meaning of this path meant he wouldn’t borrow any external 

things from the world, that he would seek the dao through himself. 

If he used the force of others to nurture his primordial spirit, it was nowhere as reliable as the power he 

cultivated himself. 

As if he saw through his doubts, Pan King explained, “This is merely supplementary. Immortal kings 

won’t completely rely on the external, we all prioritize our own cultivation. However, having some help 

is always beneficial.” 

“This world is a balanced one. What does the immortal king need to do in return?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Protect our followers.” Pan King explained. 

If there were people who chanted their names with enough sincerity and devoutness, perhaps the 

immortal king whose name was chanted would sense it. This was especially true for those who were 

absolutely dedicated, they would be sheltered. 

“It was to the extent where there were immortal kings who established true names, telling people of the 

world that for those who are pious and sincere, they would produce a magical body to rescue them in 

critical times.” 

Pan King told him these things. 

The so-called true name was a name that contained an incantation. When the true name was chanted, it 

was the same as chanting an incantation, offering prayers to immortal kings and communicating with 

them. 

When an immortal king nurtured the primordial spirit, the tremendous will force left behind would 

produce a reaction, thus possibly descending with a magical body. 

Of course, those chanting the true name had to pay the price. Those who weren’t from powerful clans 

didn’t dare rashly chant an immortal king’s true name because they had to offer sacrifices later. 

Sacrifices were rare treasures like Immortal Gold, World Stone and other things. They could also gather 

more people to worship the immortal king statue. 

Shi Hao suddenly understood. He thought of the foreign realm, those undying kings’ true names. They 

couldn’t be easily called or else there would be great issues! 

The two realms might be a bit different, but in regards to calling a true name, it should be pretty much 

the same. 



“If I establish a temple, I don’t need it to nurture my primordial spirit, I only need a will force gathering 

magical body to protect Imperial Court when I am not there. I can also establish some divine generals, 

let them receive the benefits of this natural luck.” Shi Hao said. 

Pan King’s expression changed, once again warning him that an Imperial Court couldn’t be established. 

The two discussed with each other for a long time. Pan King seriously offered him guidance, telling him 

about many things at the immortal king level, allowing him to take much less detours. 

Shi Hao said his goodbyes to Pan King and then went to meet his old friends. 

“Shi Hao!” 

The Lunar Jade Rabbit cried out with ya ya sounds, baring her fangs and brandishing her claws as she 

threw herself over. Even after five hundred thousand years passed, she was actually still a little girl, still 

looking like a teenager, as if she would never grow up. 

Her figure was soft and slender, long silver hair falling to her waist, radiance dazzling. Her eyes were 

extremely large, scarlet red like coral, beautiful and full of life. 

The others were all stunned, because now, Shi Hao truly had a great reputation. Even though it was still 

the past him, some people felt quite a bit of misgivings inside, not daring to act casually before him. 

After all, he was now an immortal king, able to stand together with the most powerful giants of 

Immortal Domain, able to kill immortal kings. All clans were helpless to deal with him. 

However, the Lunar Jade Rabbit didn’t care about this, shouting as she rushed over. Her pretty little face 

was scrunched, upset as she shouted, “You immediately disappeared for five hundred thousand years, 

did you know how worried we were, how much tears we shed for nothing?!” 

When Shi Hao heard this, even though he was now already an immortal king, his heart like iron, he still 

felt a wave of disappointment and frustration. Five hundred thousand years... he had missed out on a 

lot, many people already grew old. 

At the same time, his heart felt warm. He stroked the Lunar Jade Rabbit’s shining white long hair, about 

to turn it into a birds nest. 

“Ah! I am going to fight you to the death!” 

The Lunar Jade Rabbit shouted, struggling with everything she had. The snow-white Qilin at her side 

shrunk its neck. This was one of the descendants of the Vicious Ten! It was precisely the little fella she 

hugged in the past, now already grown up. 

The others were all stunned. Who dared mess around with an immortal king like this? 

“Don’t fight, I’ll invite you to eat a large pot of meat and drink large bowls of wine in a bit!” Shi Hao 

laughed. 

Back then, this rabbit always cried out about how she didn’t eat meat, but each time, she would always 

eat large amounts of the delicious foods Shi Hao roasted. Each time, she would also go completely drunk 

and crazy. 



“Sadly, Cao Yusheng is not here anymore.” The Lunar Jade Rabbit suddenly cried. 

It was because in the past, it was often the three of them who ate and drank together. 

“I believe that he is still here. I will bring him into Immortal Domain.” Shi Hao said. 

In the past, Burial Earth actually burst open, this was outside of his expectations. Who dared slaughter 

towards Burial Region? 

Back then, there was a glistening yellow gourd that descended from above, releasing primal chaos 

radiance, smashing through Burial Region! 

“Really? He is still alive?!” The Lunar Jade Rabbit’s eyes went round, and then she cried out happily, 

“Good, find him and bring him to Immortal Domain!” 

Ten Crown King came, Exiled Immortal came, Great Xu Tuo came... 

Meeting again filled all of them with endless amazement. They used to struggle against each other, 

striving to be the first of their generation. However, after five hundred thousand years, the difference 

between them grew greater and greater. 

“It’s good as long as you are still alive... back then, when we heard the news, we truly were sad, feeling 

regret for you...” Princess Yao Yue said. 

With the Lunar Jade Rabbit speaking first, everyone else also relaxed, no longer holding themselves 

back, all of them gradually relaxing. 

Shi Hao instructed his Imperial Court’s people to prepare a feast, calling over his old friends. This was an 

extremely lively gathering. 

The Five Spirits War Chariot owner Qi Hong, Tuogu Yulong, Wei Family’s only phoenix who was still alive, 

Little Sky King... A large group of old friends came, including even Shi Yi. 

What made Shi Hao frown was that he didn’t see Qin Hao. Meanwhile, no one knew where he went 

either, his life or death even unknown. 

“Grandfather!” 

Shi Zhongtian came, bringing A’man with him. 

In reality, Shi Hao already sent someone to invite him a long time ago, even preparing to move out 

himself. It was only because some old friends were here that it wasn’t good to immediately leave. 

Now, his grandfather rushed over himself. 

The grandfather and grandson embraced each other, full of laughter, their eyes filled with hot tears. 

A’man was also smiling, helping them wipe away the tears at the corners of their eyes. She was also 

crying. These years really weren’t easy. 

Many people came, giving Shi Zhongtian their greetings. 



“It is good that you are alive!” Chang Gongyan said with a sigh. He appeared, touching cups with Shi 

Hao. The two hugged each other, both of them sensing the endless regret over these years. 

The Heavenly Horned Ant, Mu Qing, Divine Striking Stone and others naturally didn’t treat him like an 

outsider, helping Shi Hao receive and take care of the various guests. 

Shi Hao looked at them. The Heavenly Horned Ant became a true immortal, Ten Crown King also like 

this... He began to ponder to himself. The most powerful of these were only true immortals. Were there 

any who could become immortal kings? Even if there were, others might still not give them the time! 

The situation in the Realm Sea was too complicated, some giants might slaughter their way over at any 

time. 

In reality, during these five hundred thousand years, many great storms swept through Immortal 

Domain. 

“We have to make some experts yield first!” Shi Hao thought to himself. 

In Imperial Court, the Seven Colored Immortal Gold Man long left, the ghost immortals also entering 

Immortal Domain later on, they even wished to rebel and deal with Imperial Court’s people. 

Now, there was only a single one of the three heroic spirits left, still alive, still in the Immortal Dao 

Domain. 

Shi Hao thought back to the Desolate Border of the three thousand provinces, that dragon named 

‘Number Two Under Heaven’. There was also a golden daoist who rode an Immortal Gold bull. 

Would he be able to invite these two great experts over? Shi Hao thought to himself. 

This was the region Pan King ruled. Shi Hao directly transmitted sound, asking Pan King. 

The reason why he was in such a hurry was because he felt that Imperial Court’s strength was too weak, 

he had to quickly gather experts to oversee it. 

“Those two creatures were indeed quite strong back then, one dared contend against the True Dragon, 

and the other was a true Immortal Gold spirit, became a king, sturdy and imperishable, impossible to 

injure!” Pan King said with a sigh of admiration. 

However, the tone changed, his voice full of regret, telling Shi Hao that the two individuals’ primordial 

spirits had huge problems, pretty much withering away. 

The restricted region lord, crystal skull, golden arm bone and other old monsters were also sighing, 

feeling like it was a pity. Otherwise, those two creatures’ strength would be incomparable. 

If they were still in good condition, they wouldn’t be where they were now. 

“This is unless you can refine a furnace of great medicine that might be able to reverse fate. However, 

this medicine is almost impossible to complete, what it needs is too shocking.” Pan King said with a sigh. 

The ingredients really were shocking, just the long life immortal medicines needed numbered at least six 

stalks. It also needed a miraculous medicine that was almost impossible to find -- Three Life Medicine. 



This really was astonishing. A stalk of long life medicine was already enough for one to achieve 

immortality, yet this great medicine needed at least six stalks! 

As for long life medicines, Immortal Domain had them. If enough of a price was paid, they could be 

gathered. 

However, that type of wondrous medicine -- Three Life Medicine, it was hard to say. It was because it 

was so rare and also too precious. 

That type of medicine was produced in Burial Earth. From past until now, only one or two stalks had 

appeared, all of them legendary things. 

Moreover, this type of medicine had fatal enticement for undead knights. It was because it would help 

them evolve towards Burial Kings. That was why if they wanted to remove them from Burial Earth, that 

would definitely be more difficult than even heaven ascension! 

Shi Hao revealed a strange expression! 

He decided he had to make a trip back to the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. 

At this time, Qing Yi came. When they met again, there were too many words she wanted to say. She 

had too many regrets before, felt grief for too many years. Now, they finally met again. 

She didn’t want to leave again, she wanted to stay here forever. 

Only, when another young lady walked over, Qing Yi felt a wave of loss again. 

That was Huo Ling’er, the Huo Ling’er who fell into darkness. She wore a long black dress, her skin snow-

white, pupils deep, carrying a cool and elegant temperament. 

Even after all these years, she still didn’t leave. Even when the ghost immortals and Seven Colored 

Immortal Gold Man left Imperial Court, she still remained. 

Using her words, she believed everything Shi Hao said, that she indeed had a ‘past life’. 

In the past, when Shi Hao was killed, she actually shed tears, unable to stop herself. She sensed a great 

sadness, tears continuously sliding down her face. From that day on, she decided to stay behind. 

After all these years, she always remained in seclusion within Imperial Court, not coming out. 

Shi Hao felt great emotions stirring within him. It was because what he wanted to do now was make 

Imperial Court flourish. He sensed how pressing time was, that a great decisive battle was going to 

arrive sooner or later. 

He didn’t feel any fear himself, but he was worried for these old friends. If he didn’t take care of them 

well, there might not be a single one left alive. 

If there really was one day when the heavens went crazy from slaughter, even his condition and 

situation would be hard to say. 

“Let’s head over to the immortal king treasuries!” 



Shi Hao said. That day, he brought along his old friends, invited the restricted region lord and Pan King, 

heading to Aocheng, Taishi and Yuanchu’s dwellings, seizing their treasuries. 

Shi Hao sat on the back of a Golden Fur Hou, commanding Imperial Court’s troops. It was a majestic 

sight, leaving many people shaken, the cultivators of all clans revealing shocked expressions. 

If it was in the past, if these people dared charge into the residence of an immortal king family, they 

would definitely be suppressed and killed. However today, the clans didn’t dare say anything. 

Everyone knew the grudge Huang shared with the three great immortal king families. Now, he had 

unmatched prestige, who dared stop him? 

It was Aocheg, Taishi and Yuanchu who went too far to begin with, suffering disaster in the end. 

“Their treasuries are too abundant!” 

Even Pan King sighed in admiration. These three great immortal kings’ dwellings had all types of divine 

materials and other things piled up like mountains, all of these things were accumulated through 

endless time, truly astonishing. 

An immortal king family’s might was already enough to shake up Immortal Domain, rule over a cosmos, 

there was even less of a need to talk about three of them. 

“What a pity, I was in too much of a rush, didn’t have time to completely clean out Scarlet King’s 

dwelling!” Shi Hao was regretful. 

The three great immortal king clans, forget about everything else, just the number of long life medicines 

totaled up to five stalks! 

As for divine weapons, scriptures and secret texts, they were even more plentiful. 

Shi Hao flipped through the three great immortal kings’ scriptures, and then handed all of them to 

Imperial Court’s old friends, letting them reference them. 

“Yi, this is World Stone, it can be refined into a great imprint that can suppress mountains and rivers, 

split the cosmos!” 

“Wah, Five Elements Immortal Gold! There is enough to make a table, enough to make any type of 

immortal treasure!” 

The Lunar Jade Rabbit, Divine Striking Stone and others were pleasantly surprised. 

The three great immortal king dwellings were opened, unknown just how many experts’ eyes went red. 

This included some immortal kings, their minds shaken, but no one dared take action to seize them. 

This was because of the reputation Huang slaughtered out! 

If anyone dared lust after them, they had to first examine themselves, see if they could compare to the 

giant of the other side, Scarlet King! 



An endless treasury was extracted. When the three great immortal kings’ treasuries were added up 

together, it even made the restricted region lord sigh endlessly with astonishment. This harvest was just 

too plentiful! 

In the end, Shi Hao prepared to move out, head to the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, make some 

arrangements. He was going to settle some old things. 

“Has Burial Earth really been beaten down?” He made his decision to get to the bottom of this. 

Chapter 1957 - Entering Burial Earth 

A long and drawn-out sigh sounded. A single figure stood on the three thousand provinces, quietly 

observing these shattered mountains and rivers. 

Huang returned, now an immortal king. Normally, it should be extremely hard for him to return as he 

was too strong, he would be rejected by this world, but he had previously obtained the Heaven’s Core 

Imprint, even more so helped complete this realm, so there were no issues at all. 

He stood there alone, looking at this ruined continent that floated in the cosmos. He felt a bit of 

disappointment and frustration, everything of the past would never return. 

In the past, there were many creatures on this great continent, but now, it was cold and cheerless. The 

clans that survived all fled to different stars, staying far from this place. 

There were many ancient people whose bones were buried here. The past faces, those voices and 

smiles, they were all remembered in this long sigh. 

How many of those who joined the struggle of three thousand provinces and entered Immortal Ancient 

Remains were still alive? Apart from those who entered Immortal Domain, the others all perished! 

When he thought about those old things, friends and enemies, he realized that in the end, there weren’t 

that many left. 

Fallen Divine Child, Divine Dark Child, Immortal Palace’s young great one... these were all previously 

dazzling and brilliant individuals, but they were all personally killed by him. 

Now, Shi Hao didn’t feel the slightest bit of hatred for those enemies, instead hoping that they could be 

alive, see these tattered three thousand provinces. He became silent. 

Zhen Gu, the one who wielded the congealed blood divine spear, a powerful exceptional talent; Teng Yi, 

Firegold Vine Clan’s genius who wielded a precious vase imprint that attacked all enemies in the world... 

These people all perished in the end! 

Lan Yichen, Luo Dao, even though they previously followed Huang in Immortal Ancient Remains during 

the struggle of three thousand provinces, after Huang went to the Nine Heavens and then into Desolate 

Border, he never saw them again. 

Time was ruthless, they were also gone. 

There were many old friends, much glory and brilliance, many past commotions were all buried. A great 

era long passed on! 



In Shi Hao’s eyes, time swirled, the years changing. He saw the scenes of the past change one after 

another, his mood complicated. There was a bit of bitterness, there was joy and there was also 

bleakness. 

Life was full of different tastes. Five hundred thousand years ago, there were many geniuses that 

roamed this great earth, yet now, they all returned to dust, returned to the earth. 

He raised his head, looking towards the continents further away. Even the Nine Heavens were damaged. 

The past long life families that were known to coexist with the world in the end all withered away as 

well. 

Now, there wasn’t a single one left. They were all completely eradicated! 

Apart from those in Immortal Domain, the others who stayed behind were all erased. The imprints of a 

great era were wiped out just like that. 

When he looked towards Desolate Border again, Imperial Pass long faded from existence, everything 

had been flattened. There were only ruined walls and debris, star remains everywhere. This place 

completely became ruins. 

Shi Hao left, directly heading to the lower realms’ eight regions. This place was also incredibly damaged, 

Stone Country no longer existing, Fire Nation also wiped out. There was less than a tenth of the original 

population left, just too bleak. 

Desolate Region, this place had granted Shi Hao too many memories. He was born in this realm. When 

he came back, the mountains and valleys had changed. After five hundred thousand years, the great 

rivers changed routes, giant rocks collapsed, everything changed. 

He slowly walked about alone, quietly roaming this place. Unknowingly, he arrived before Heaven 

Mending Pavilion’s ruins. Ghost Grandpa, Calabash Guardian Spirit... he still remembered everything like 

it was yesterday. 

Shi Hao stood over these remains for a long time, not moving at all. He thought about all of the things 

that happened in Heaven Mending Pavilion, his heart filled with warmth and regret. Where were those 

old friends? 

“Hammer in hand, everything under the heaven is mine!” 

These playful words from the past still seemed to be by his ears. He recalled the silver-robed young 

genius Xiao Tian, the one who previously had a ‘prominent horn’ smashed out by him. 

He thought of Xiao Youyu, that white-clothed, moving woman. 

It truly is a pity, Heaven Mending Pavilion became a thing of history, destined to never appear in this 

world again. 

These people, these things, they all became imprints that were difficult to erase in his life. They were no 

longer here, passing away with the years. 

Then, Shi Hao headed towards another place. He visited the grave of his sworn brother, the Nine-

Headed Lion, as well as the Flame Crow and Five-Colored Luan’s graves. 



Only, as the mountains and rivers changed, the ancient graves no longer existed. 

In the past, he rode the Nine-Headed Lion, charging through the Hundred Shattered Mountains. Later 

on, he and that lion forcefully became sworn brothers. 

“My age is now great, life long and endless, but why is it that I always think about the past? Those 

people have already passed away so many years ago, yet they all still seem to be right before my eyes.” 

Shi Hao carried a feeling of loss, inwardly carrying regret. He was a bit alarmed, this reminiscing even 

stirred immortal king emotions. 

It was because he knew that after this, he wouldn’t return for a long time. When he returned again, 

what great era would it be then? Would this Desolate Region still remain? 

Meanwhile, his name, was precisely that of this region’s -- Huang! 

Huang was going to leave. He didn’t know when he would return again. 

This time, Shi Hao rode on the Golden Fur Hou, using a king as his mount, hurrying back to the three 

thousand provinces. 

They headed towards Fallen Immortal Ridge. It was located on a star, precisely the Golden Fur Hou’s 

residence. 

When the Golden Fur Hou gave this place a look, its expression was complicated. It also came to say its 

goodbyes, because after this, it was going to follow Shi Hao into the distance, unknown how many years 

it would be before it would return. 

They then left, directly arriving at Desolate Border. That ancient land of the past flowed with chaotic 

radiance, great void cracks extending out. It was because this place was the common border of a 

different world. 

Shi Hao rode on the Golden Fur Hou, arriving at the Heavenly Beast Forest outside Desolate Border. This 

place was still mysterious, it was adjacent to the foreign realm, the terrain special. There was also a 

great formation sealing this place, this never changed. 

The most important thing was that the space between the foreign realm and the Nine Heavens was 

protected by a great formation, making this place always remain desolate and peaceful. 

Located in Heavenly Beats Forest’s innermost depths was a pool, the word ‘reincarnation’ written on a 

nearby stele. 

Meanwhile, Number Two Under Heaven was here, bound in chains, stabbed in its head was a rusted war 

spear, subduing it. This was also a fatal wound. 

Shi Hao arrived to see Number Two Under Heaven. 

Its figure was massive, behind it a pair of wings. If one didn’t look carefully, it would seem like a massive 

Pangolin. Its scales were deep, its entire body snow-white. However, its head was that of a dragon. 



This was precisely Number Two Under Heaven. Back then, it competed with the True Dragon bloodline, 

fought until it was hard to say who would come out on top. In the end, things were regretfully decided 

with half a move. 

This was also a type of dragon, previously struggling for the name of True Dragon. Even though it lost, its 

reputation still wasn’t tarnished. After all, it was only half a move weaker than the True Dragon in a 

world shocking battle. 

Later on, Immortal Ancient’s last phase happened. It participated in the great decisive battle, fought 

against the foreign realm’s kings, ultimately becoming seriously injured, falling here. 

Gabeng! 

When Shi Hao came here, he directly snapped the chains wrapped around its body. His dao methods 

were now incomparable, strength horrifyingly great. 

He could be considered a giant among immortal kings! 

The chains binding Number Two Under Heaven were snapped, unable to restrict it anymore. 

Roar! 

At this time, Number Two Under Heaven suddenly opened its eyes, releasing a world shocking great 

roar. If anyone else was here, they would definitely explode from this roar, dying a miserable death. 

However, Shi Hao remained quiet, calmly looking at it, sensing the madness in this dragon’s head. Its 

consciousness was turbid. He knew where the problem lied. 

The primordial spirit of Number Two Under Heaven was damaged too seriously, difficult to say if it could 

recover. 

Qiang! 

Immediately afterwards, Shi Hao took action, condensing an imprint, forcing out that rusted war spear, 

making Number Two Under Heaven glare angrily, roaring endlessly. 

However, it was restrained, Shi Hao suppressed it there. 

It was still alive and it had surging magical force, there would be precious techniques that erupted. This 

was a type of instinct. Compared to its previous peak state, it was still far off. 

When Shi Hao carefully examined it, he discovered that its main primordial spirit disappeared, there was 

now only a ruined soul imprint left behind. Being able to let the flesh live really wasn’t easy. 

Its current weak state saved Shi Hao quite the trouble. 

Shi Hao suppressed it, throwing it into that pool just like that, inside that pool were also Scarlet King’s 

soul and others, suppressed together. 

Then, he headed to the Divine Medicine Mountain Range. 

This place was also sealed by a great formation. However, he was now an immortal king giant, how 

many people could stop his steps? 



When he moved through this realm, the great dao wouldn’t devour him in return, the world wouldn’t 

reject him. Meanwhile, the formations couldn’t do anything to him either, which was why in this place, 

he was free and unaffected. 

Moo! 

Shi Hao saw that golden bull again. It was a creature made from Ecliptic Immortal Gold! 

However, this bull was a bit strange. Its primordial spirit was originally dead, but the sentience produced 

from the last great era reappeared. 

The most important thing was that it pulled a carriage, it had a master! 

The golden bull was seized by Shi Hao with two fingers, directly subdued. 

He entered the depths of the underground. There was a cave where hu hu noises sounded. Inside was a 

daoist who was less than a foot tall, seeming even shorter when he was seated there. 

His hair and beard were gold, eyes closed, not moving at all, as if he hadn’t moved for endless time. 

Shi Hao stared at this person. This daoist was just too strong, his body was Ecliptic Immortal Gold, a 

terrifying body. Normal immortal kings couldn’t do anything to him. 

Honglong! n(/𝐎.-𝓋/-𝐄-.𝒍./𝐛(.1/.n 

This time, Shi Hao brandished his palm, his robes moving, divine force surging. 

The golden daoist was subdued. In reality, he didn’t retaliate at all, so Shi Hao raised his strength to the 

absolute peak for nothing. 

It was because the golden daoist’s primordial spirit was no longer there. 

In the end, Shi Hao collected the golden daoist’s possessions and that golden bull, throwing them into 

that pool, treating them just like Number Two Under Heaven. 

Then, Shi Hao rode on the Golden Fur Hou, heading towards Burial Earth. 

Burial Earth was still there, only a portion of it was destroyed. This was the conclusion Shi Hao reached 

after personally arriving here. 

Previously, large amounts of Burial Earth had indeed long collapsed, quite damaged, but in the endless 

depths, there was a large realm which was formed, waves of awe spreading from within. 

Shi Hao sat on this Golden Fur Hou, triggering a great commotion. He passed through Burial Region, 

entering the very depths. 

In the depths of Burial Region, it was completely different from what one imagined. Even though there 

were densely packed ancient tombs there, it wasn’t strange, it was even more auspicious than an 

immortal king dao rite. 

Shi Hao’s appearance immediately startled the peaceful Burial Region, many experts waking up, 

immediately paying attention. 



There was another region filled with medicinal fragrance. Shi Hao looked over, his brows frowning. He 

was a bit shocked because he saw a familiar long life medicine -- White Tortoise Carrying Immortal. 

That region was swirling with brilliant colors. In front of a great tomb, there were all types of plants 

growing, all of them rare medicinal herbs. 

Apart from this, in front of those plants, there was a phoenix, all of its feathers pretty much fallen off, 

watching the gate, guarding that great tomb. This place wasn’t dark, instead shockingly divine and 

auspicious. 

“Who has barged into my Burial Earth?” A mysterious and powerful creature spoke. 

“It’s him, Huang!” Right at this time, another voice sounded. 

Shi Hao now relaxed. The Burial King who previously offered him shelter and buried him in Burial Earth 

was still here, not dead yet. It was because the second voice came from that creature. 

“What, Huang?! Where is he?” Sanzang and Shenming’s voices sounded. 

They were also still here, they didn’t die yet. 

Shi Hao didn’t only enter Burial Earth to look for Cao Yusheng, there were also many questions he 

wanted to ask. 

“We invite the immortal king inside.” A Burial King spoke. 

They immediately sensed Shi Hao’s terror, determining his strength. 

The great tomb split open, that phoenix opening up the path and guiding him into the cave. It was just 

too dazzling. 

“Youngster, you... became an immortal king?” The White Tortoise Carrying Immortal was there, crying 

out in alarm. It looked like it saw a ghost, simply unable to believe its eyes. 

In the past, it had seen Shi Hao before, the two sides interacting. Who would have thought that after 

just five hundred thousand years, the past youngster would already have such terrifying 

accomplishments? 

Shi Hao entered the underground world, walking forward and greeting the Burial Kings. 

“Many thanks to Burial Kings for saving my life before!” He was extremely sincere. 

At the same time, he expressed his thanks to Sanzang and Shenming. 

“There is no need for dao friend to be like this at all. In the past, I couldn’t do much at all, only able to 

bury you.” This Burial King said. 

“You... didn’t turn into an undead knight, instead truly lived?” Sanzang was alarmed. He immediately 

sensed something was strange. Shi Hao wasn’t a Golden Undead Knight, still remembering the events of 

the past. 

They were rather closed off from the outside world, always sleeping, so they didn’t know about the 

matters of the other side or Immortal Domain at all. 



“I was fortunate to have not perished!” Shi Hao said. 

There were two Burial Kings here, one of them was seriously injured, precisely the one who wanted to 

help Shi Hao become an undead knight back then. 

He released a light sigh and said, “In the past, my Burial Earth encountered the attack of a Realm Sea 

unmatched giant, I almost died. My dao earth was smashed apart, turning into many continents that 

floated off into the cosmos.” 

Even he himself was seriously injured, where would he have the room to consider other things? That 

was why, back then, he didn’t look for Shi Hao, instead, he ended up being rescued by another Burial 

King. 

“Is Cao Yusheng still here?” Shi Hao asked. 

“He is!” Shenming told him. Cao Yusheng and the little dog were currently transforming towards undead 

knights, currently asleep. 

“Senior possesses remarkable abilities, actually raising a True Phoenix in the manor.” Shi Hao sighed 

with amazement. 

He had long heard that there were unmatched creatures raising a True Phoenix in Burial Region, treating 

it like a family pet. 

“Dao friend misunderstands, that individual isn’t raised by me, but rather by the most powerful expert 

of my Burial King bloodline. Perhaps there have always been rumors in the world regarding it.” 

There were rumors that a creature raised a group of phoenixes, raising them like chickens. 

At the very least, even Shi Hao had heard them. 

There were some who called him a Chicken Farmer, on the same level as the Butcher, considered an 

unmatched giant even in the Realm Sea. 

Shi Hao was shocked. The Chicken Farmer belonged to the undead knight clan? 

“It is precisely because that senior was too powerful, stirring up great waves in Realm Sea, that people 

were furious. That is why hundreds of thousands of years ago, the glistening yellow gourd smashed into 

Burial Earth, coming to get revenge!” The wounded Burial King said. 

There was actually this type of great karma! 

“Senior, there are some issues that I wish to ask for guidance on. I wonder if you could help me?” Shi 

Hao said. 

He carried too many doubts that he wanted to clear up. 

“You can just ask them.” 

“What is the source of undead knights?” Shi Hao always felt that this was strange, worried that they 

were related to the darkness creatures. 



“Origin Ancient Artifact created the undead knights!” The Burial King was extremely direct, saying this 

calmly. 

“Origin Ancient Artifact?” Shi Hao was shocked, immediately thinking of the experience when he 

explored that Burial Abyss with Sanzang and Shenming. That place was where the undead knights’ Origin 

Ancient Artifact was consecrated. 

“It isn’t just us, the foreign realm also has an Origin Ancient Artifact.” The Burial King continued. 

Shi Hao’s pupils contracted. 

“When the foreign realm attacked the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, they were always looking for 

something. They are sure that that thing is buried precisely in your world.” The Burial King explained 

further. 

Chapter 1958 - Origin 

Shi Hao knew that the other side had always been looking for something. It was rumored to be hidden in 

the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, and that was why they went to war, engaging in endless slaughter, blood 

flowing like rivers. 

However, even now, Shi Hao still didn’t know what that thing was. 

Forget about him, even in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, no creatures knew about it. This might be a 

secret only the most ancient immortal kings knew a bit about. 

Back then, Anlan seized Sin Province precisely because he suspected that this thing was hidden on that 

land. 

“What exactly is it?” Shi Hao asked for guidance. He really was too curious, at the same time feeling 

hatred. The foreign realm unleashed a slaughter precisely because of that thing. 

This really was the best example of treasuring a jade ring becomes a crime. 

However, the Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ creatures didn’t even know what it was, it really was peacefully 

remaining within closed doors, and then disaster pouring down from above. That was why Shi Hao felt 

more and more resentment towards the foreign realm. 

“It’s a seed.” Burial King Huo Heng told him. He was precisely the burial king who previously wanted to 

save Shi Hao five hundred thousand years ago. Meanwhile, the other burial king’s name was Han Zhuo. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he immediately felt stupefied. The other side was looking for a seed? This was 

completely different from what he imagined! 

What did it look like? Could it be even more precious than immortal medicine? 

Or was it to say, it was a dao seed? 

As if seeing through his confusion, Burial King Han Zhuo explained, “It is a miraculous seed rumored to 

be able to open the Origin Ancient Artifact. It can also be viewed as a key.” 



When the other party spoke up to here, Shi Hao’s eyes became resplendent, emotions rising and falling 

greatly. How could he not understand how important that type of key was? 

The foreign realm was actually searching for that type of thing! 

Origin Ancient Artifacts created undead knights and also brought about the foreign realm. According to 

what the burial kings said, even though the two Origin Ancient Artifacts were different, the results they 

produced were the same. They created two great clans! 

One could see just how important the so-called Origin Ancient Artifact was! 

Forget about everything else, just in terms of Burial Earth, they already had several burial kings. They 

came into contact with the Origin Ancient Artifact in their youth, ultimately achieving burial king status. 
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“These two Origin Ancient Artifacts are different?” Shi Hao asked, his expression serious. 

“It is rumored that the first undead knight used to be a corpse. After coming into contact with our Origin 

Ancient Artifact, it became a Golden Undead Knight, and then grew to become a burial king.” Burial King 

Huo Heng said. 

A clan was thus formed, becoming stronger and stronger. 

The undead knights that were produced later were produced by the earliest undead knights through 

reproduction. 

It wasn’t every single corpse that could become a Golden Undead Knight after coming into contact with 

Origin Ancient Artifact. Moreover, if this was the case, there would be all types of variables and dangers. 

“When a sea of corpses comes into contact with Origin Ancient Artifact, at least a few can become 

Golden Undead Knights.” Burial King Han Zhuo said. 

He didn’t hide anything, telling him these secrets. 

The current undead knights were all produced through reproduction. 

“What about the foreign realm’s Origin Ancient Artifact?” Shi Hao asked. That ancient artifact was likely 

also extremely mysterious. 

“The two ancient artifacts’ natures aren’t quite the same.” Burial King Huo Heng said. 

There was a creature who was normally only an ordinary person, but because he came into contact with 

that Origin Ancient Artifact, there was a strange transformation that happened, eventually becoming an 

ultra evolved being. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he was alarmed. Was that the darkness’ corrosion? 

“There was no darkness matter that flowed out. It was overflowing with color, just like our ancient 

artifact, divine and auspicious. However, that mortal indeed underwent a strange transformation.” 

The nature of the transformation was the same, in the end carrying out a darkness ultra evolution. 



Later on, that mortal’s primordial spirit seemed to no longer belong to himself, as if he became a 

different person. His strength rose rapidly, ultimately becoming an undying king. 

The two Origin Ancient Artifacts, one touched upon the living, one on the dead. In the end, they formed 

two entirely different species. This really was sinister and mysterious. 

Shi Hao couldn’t help but look towards Sanzang and Shenming. In the past, he previously went to that 

place with the two Golden Undead Knights, he saw Burial Earth’s Origin Ancient Artifact. 

“Burial Earth’s Origin Ancient Artifact’s brilliance, if one doesn’t die, they have a chance of becoming 

burial kings!” Shenming said. 

Only, this process was too dangerous, not many people able to endure it. All those who dared approach 

would usually encounter destruction. 

Meanwhile, if one survived this experience, it meant that they had the potential to become burial kings. 

Shi Hao’s eyes swirled with brilliance. He had also come into contact with that ancient artifact before! 

“Their primordial spirits...” Shi Hao looked towards Sanzang and Shenming. 

It was because in the past, after he saw the Origin Ancient Artifact shine upon the two, it was extremely 

bizarre. Their expressions were strange, as if they had been replaced. 

“There is indeed great terror, a certain type of will descending. We thought that we would be replaced 

by other primordial spirits, but ultimately discovered that it was a false alarm. Those were only natural 

laws and order.” 

However, the wills carried some type of emotions. But in the end, these emotions still scattered, instead 

completing them. 

“That is your good fortune.” Burial King Huo Heng said. 

“Normally speaking, the living won’t approach that ancient artifact, even burial kings had encountered 

danger when trying to interact with it again.” Burial King Han Zhuo added. 

These two ancient artifacts created two powerful clans! 

One could see just how heaven-defying this was, how precious it was. 

“The two Origin Ancient Artifacts are two chests, no one opened them before. Despite this being the 

case, they still created undying kings and burial kings.” Huo Heng said. 

Even after these endless years, there were still unmatched experts who wanted to open up the chest, 

but they all failed in the end, no one able to succeed. 

“Just imagine, these chests could create undying kings even without being opened, so once one of them 

is truly opened, what will happen then?” Burial King Han Zhuo said with a sigh. 

Even they were extremely shocked over this matter, looking into it deeply. 

There were some who suspected that if the chests were truly opened, then a true emperor might be 

created! 



Undying emperor, burial emperor, just how astonishing would this level of existence be? When the 

foreign realm’s giants learned that there was this key that could open their clans’ Origin Ancient Artifact, 

they went completely crazy. 

They wanted to obtain it and open up the chest! 

However, after so many great eras, all those who wanted to open up the chest died, not even burial 

kings were an exception. There were strange occurrences that happened! 

Regardless of whether it was the foreign realm or Burial Earth, all those who wanted to forcefully open 

up the chest died without exception. 

It was to the extent where strange things would happen just from coming into contact with this chest. 

Burial kings and undying kings weren’t exceptions! 

“Turns out it is like this. They wanted to create an undying emperor!” Shi Hao said with a sigh. 

Every time an opportunity to cross over came, the other side would go crazy, attacking the Nine 

Heavens Ten Earths precisely to search for that seed, wishing to open up that Origin Ancient Artifact. 

At the immortal king level, at burial king level, at undying king status, what else could entice them? 

These people already reached the absolute peak, unable to see any path ahead. Only the opportunity to 

become emperors could bring them such fatal enticement. 

When Shi Hao learned these things, his expression became complicated. This was a source of disaster! 

This was the reason behind the slaughter of the two realms. 

“Did you all know that there was a rotten chest? Does it have any relationship with Origin Ancient 

Artifact?” Shi Hao asked. 

“It was dug up from the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. At first, it was believed to be that seed, that key that 

could open up the Origin Ancient Artifact.” 

In the end, this wasn’t the case. It didn’t have any way of opening up the two ancient artifacts, to the 

extent where it couldn’t even be opened up itself. 

There were some who analyzed it, confirming that it wasn’t that key. 

Then, some kings lost interest in it, but there were some kings that were more interested in it, studying 

it for many great eras. 

In the end, that rotten wooden chest couldn’t allow anyone to carry out an ultra evolution, impossible 

to open, no benefits at all. Eventually, it ended up in Burial Earth. 

“Does this world have burial emperors, undying emperors, immortal emperors?” Shi Hao asked, his tone 

serious. He wanted to confirm if there were any experts like this in the most ancient times. 

“There aren’t any, creatures of that level have never appeared before.” Burial King Huo Heng said 

decisively. 



Of course, there were also people in this world who were skeptical. On Realm Sea’s dam, there was a 

faint trail of footsteps that moved the hearts of kings. 

Chi! 

Two streaks of flowing light moved past. Shi Hao revealed a shocked expression. He not only saw the 

White Tortoise Carrying Immortal long life medicine, he saw another stalk! 

“It actually ended up in Burial Earth, Burial Region truly is a great source of wealth.” Shi Hao sighed. 

However, he couldn’t help but feel admiration. This Burial Earth was too divine, not inferior to Immortal 

Domain in the slightest. 

Every speck of Burial Earth here was sparkling, flowing with five-colored brilliance. There were some 

areas that had seven-colored brilliance, accompanied by chaotic multicolored light, full of a spiritual 

aura. 

This was the place long life medicines liked to take root in the most. 

As a burial king, Huo Heng also revealed a bitter smile, feeling a bit helpless, saying that they were 

plotted against by others. 

“Why do you say that?” Shi Hao was puzzled. 

He continued to stare at the stalk of medicine in the distance. It was too miraculous, he had seen it 

before. This was what was previously known as the lower realm’s number one spiritual root! 

This was a small tree that was only a foot tall, surrounded in white-colored immortal mist, hazy and 

indistinct, the branches’ leaves flickering with sparkling brilliance within the mist-like stars. 

It already stopped, no longer flying about. 

On the little tree were three flowers that continuously changed. 

One of them turned into a rain of light, leaving the tree, and then changed into a little person less than a 

fist size in height. After making a flip, it sat down on the ground. 

It sat on the small tree, starting to comprehend the dao. 

Meanwhile, the second flower on the tree released a light dang sound, as if a bell was ringing. 

Then, it also turned into a rain of light, leaving the tree, becoming a weapon, it then became a bell, a 

pagoda, continuously changing. 

In the end, this weapon was surrounded by immortal mist, wrapped within multicolored light, floating 

above the small figure’s head, rising and falling. 

As for the third flower on the little tree, it flowed with essence like a stream, landing on the little figure 

and the weapon, refining them. 

This really was too mysterious! 

In the past, Shi Hao had already seen this stalk of medicine, but he couldn’t obtain it. 



Who would have thought that after five hundred thousand years passed, he would see it again in Burial 

Earth! 

“This medicine, those who don’t know better will all try to fight over it, but all those who understand it 

will avoid it, not willing to be affected out of fear of bringing great karma upon themselves.” Burial King 

Han Zhuo said. 

He was also a bit helpless. He previously wanted to send this stalk of immortal medicine away, but it 

refused to leave. Because of their restraining fear, they couldn’t forcefully drive it away either. 

“It is just a stalk of medicine, why are you all feeling such misgivings?” Shi Hao was confused. 

Wasn’t it just a stalk of medicine? No matter how heaven-defying it was, it was still there to be eaten by 

others. Don’t tell me that it could kill a burial king? 

“Dao friend, have you heard of a legend? This world has an unmatched expert, his body divided into six 

parts, sealed in six stalks of immortal medicines.” Huo Heng said. 

Shi Hao’s pupils contracted, looking at that medicine in shock, at this so-called lower realm’s number 

one spiritual root. 

“Don’t tell me...” He was moved, becoming incredibly shocked. 

“Correct, this is precisely one of the six stalks of ancient medicines!” Han Zhuo felt extremely helpless 

and also had quite the headache, carrying a worried expression. That person was too terrifying, no one 

willing to be involved with him. 

“They called it six ancient medicines, but it is actually a single stalk that was divided into six parts by 

someone, these six parts ultimately turning into six stalks of medicines.” Huo Heng said. 

Shi Hao stared at that little figure and the weapon above its head. He immediately completely 

understood. 

Back then, he still felt that it was strange why this stalk of medicine could do this. If it developed 

sentience, it was one thing, but that little figure was actually seated in cultivation underneath that tree, 

this was too strange. 

“The one who sells fake medicines!” Shi Hao said. 

This creature was inconceivably powerful, incredibly heaven-defying, on the same rank as the Butcher 

and Chicken Farmer, an unmatched giant who dominated Realm Sea. 

This spiritual root ultimately ended up in Burial Earth, meaning that one day, when that creature 

returned, he might recombine his true body here, produce an unimaginable great commotion. 

Once he recombined, what he needed would be tremendous, possibly even destroying Burial Earth. 

“We were schemed against by others. This hand scalding sweet potato landing here is a disaster, not a 

blessing!” Han Zhuo felt a headache. 

“We can’t get rid of it right now?” Shi Hao secretly transmitted sound. 



“This creature is too powerful, impossible to kill. As long as one of the six parts is fine, then they could 

all recreate their true bodies, become even more powerful.” 

In the past, Immortal Palace’s young great one, as well as Yue Chan cultivated a similar method, dividing 

the body into two. When they ultimately merged again, their true selves returning, their strength indeed 

became incredibly powerful. 

Now, that creature divided into six bodies, his ambitions extremely great. This was for the sake of 

breaking through the Immortal King Realm when he ultimately returned one day. He wanted to become 

an emperor! 

Chapter 1959 - Fearless 

When Shi Hao heard this, his eyes became dazzling. He stared at that stalk of medicine. It really was 

sinister! 

This existence’s power was something he had long heard of, even immortal kings feeling apprehension. 

Even after many years passed, this individual still had a tremendous reputation, with even the future 

Cao Yusheng mentioning him before. 

Shi Hao was rather interested. His figure was like a streak of lightning, approaching, staring at that stalk 

of medicine. 

“It’s best if you don’t provoke it.” Burial King Huo Heng warned. 

This was an unrivaled giant who could dominate the Realm Sea. Its six dao bodies weren’t things normal 

people could scheme against. 

“I am only watching.” Shi Hao said. He squatted down, looking at that foot tall small tree. Its fragrance 

was rich, even a single breath would be enough to extend the lives of mortals by a few years. 

The immortal mist was spotlessly white, wafting between Shi Hao’s mouth and nose. He narrowed his 

eyes slightly, carefully sensing everything about this stalk of medicine. 

The three flowers on the small tree blossomed, scattering down waterfall-like essence, landing on the 

body of that little figure seated beneath the tree, also refining that weapon. 

Symbols were faintly discernible within Shi Hao’s pupils. He wanted to see through this creature’s magic 

and dao, believing that even if it was a Burial King, they definitely researched it before. 

Reservations were reservations. When it was right there, what reason was there to not examine it? 

“Are you sure that this is an unrivaled expert?” Shi Hao was doubtful. This medicine was extremely 

mysterious. However, the little figure who sat underneath the tree possessed a chaotic aura. Even 

though it was comprehending the dao, the imprints were too mottled, they didn’t reveal anything 

extraordinary. 

He felt like he could kill this little figure with just a single finger. 

“As an unrivaled expert, if one could easily see through him, then how would he be able to dominate the 

world?” Burial King Huo Heng said with a sigh. 



According to what he said, this stalk of medicine first arrived in Immortal Domain from Realm Sea and 

then went to the Nine Heavens Ten Earth before finally arriving at Burial Earth. It went to too many 

places, going through many daunting experiences. 

“That expert is sleeping inside the immortal medicine, the little figure we see is just a bit of its aura. Its 

true body is breathing in the medicine, its breaths producing this small figure type of irregular scene.” 

“When can it return?” Shi Hao asked. 

“We do not know. This creature is extremely special. While walking through the world and sensing the 

various affairs of the secular world, when it is time, it will naturally turn into a figure and leave.” 

Perhaps saying that it moved based on instinct is fine. That terrifying creature was moving through a 

type of special cultivation, engraving all types of dao fruit in this world. 

“It will choose to leave on its own?” Shi Hao was stunned. 

“Indeed.” 

While they were speaking, that little tree moved, scattering down even more essence across the little 

figure’s body. After that, it grew larger, quickly reaching the height of a normal person. 

Then, that small tree shrunk, entering that creature’s body. 

“En?” Shi Hao was stunned. They were just talking about when it would leave, yet it really happened. 

This creature was surrounded by white mist, extremely hazy, staring at Shi Hao, and then it walked to his 

side. 

What was the intention of this? Shi Hao was confused. 

“I’ve wronged dao friend.” Burial King Huo Heng said, carrying an apologetic tone as he faced Shi Hao. 

However, there was also a type of undisguised fatigue, as if he was finally relieved from a burden. 

“What is the meaning of this?” 

“He wishes to follow you.” Burial King Han Zhuo replied. 

It was going to leave just like this, follow him out of Burial Earth? Shi Hao felt a wave of speechlessness. 

Why did it choose to follow him? 

“It is because for it, Burial Earth no longer carries any mysteries, it already obtained what it needed. 

Now, it is staring at dao friend, feeling like you are strong enough, that you can help it take another step 

in the future.” Burial King Huo Heng said. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he sneered and said, “Wishing to scheme against me, even if its true body 

comes, we’ll have to fight it out first. Just a separated body, yet it dares to act impudently!” 

Shi Hao really didn’t care. This creature before him was too weak, he could completely destroy it with 

just a finger. 



“Dao friend, do not act recklessly, this creature is only a single breath from it. When its body in the 

medicine breathes, the magical body formed when it takes in and sends out essence naturally doesn’t 

look strong, easy to kill, but this stalk of medicine’s real body isn’t easy to deal with!” 

Burial King Huo Heng secretly transmitted sound, warning Shi Hao that he absolutely couldn’t act 

impetuously. 

“There were previously creatures who had killed the existence formed from its breath of air, making the 

immortal medicine’s true body appear, but in the end, that expert ended up facing a huge headache.” 

The so-called body in the immortal medicine was only one of its six great divided bodies, not a whole. 

Despite this being the case, once it revived, it would still become terrifying beyond comparison, no one 

could stop it. 

Of course, after all these years, the separate body in the immortal medicine never displayed might. Even 

if the humanoid figure that was produced while it took in and released essence was killed, it still 

remained silent. 

“What does it wish to do?” Shi Hao asked. 

“It is merely stopping over this world, engraving all dao fruits. Regardless of whether it is powerful or 

weak, it will record everything, carry out a comprehension.” Burial King Huo Heng said. 

This was only a separate body. Even after all these years, the six great magical bodies were all doing 

similar things. 

The six great divided bodies, as long as one of them was still alive, after an endless amount of time, they 

would remain imperishable, forever undying. n(/𝐎.-𝓋/-𝐄-.𝒍./𝐛(.1/.n 

It was rumored that once they merged together, the six great bodies returning to one, becoming the 

sole true body, heaven and earth’s endless dao would be accumulated, gathering into the so-called dao 

fruit! 

At that time, it would precisely be when it would choose to break through the Immortal King Realm, try 

to become an emperor! 

“Interesting. You are plotting against me, wishing to engrave my dao fruit?” Shi Hao revealed a cold 

smile. 

Even if the other party was an unmatched giant, they still had to pay a price if they dared do this. Who 

could obtain his dao fruit without paying any price, pry through his ultimate mysteries?! 

Chi! 

Shi Hao raised a finger, blasting that creature into immortal mist, revealing the medicine’s true body. 

With a peng noise, he grabbed this medicine, carefully examining it, preparing to bring it away and use it 

to refine medicine. 



Right now, Shi Hao had a wave of unmatched confidence. Whoever dared to brashly plot against him, 

even if that person was someone on the level of the Butcher, possibly becoming an emperor, he still 

wouldn’t feel any fear. 

The two Burial Kings’ expressions changed, inwardly advising against it. 

If Shi Hao really forced out the existence in the medicine, there might be a great battle. Even if that was 

a separate body, it still might not be weaker than the original body. 

If they faced each other, it would definitely be earth-shattering, ghosts weeping and deities howling. 

Burial Earth would be completely shattered! 

In the end, this creature’s other five great bodies would definitely be startled, which might force them 

to condense an unmatched true body ahead of time. 

“This world is a balanced one. At this level, if it dares act randomly, obtain great dao mysteries from me, 

it will definitely have to pay the corresponding price!” 

Shi Hao said, throwing down this medicine. However, it actually shone, drifting up, staying at his side. 

“Do you think that I am scared of you? If you dare follow me, then I will just treat you like a stalk of 

immortal medicine and refine you!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

Chi! 

In the end, he threw this medicine into a spatial vessel, not feeling any fear, preparing to bring it away. 

The two Burial Kings were stunned. This young dao friend really was incredibly fierce. 

Shi Hao went to pay Cao Yusheng and the little dog a visit. They were sleeping, covered in All Life Earth, 

their bodies carrying sparkling light, lacking the slightest bit of rotting aura. 

“When you all wake up one day, will you still be yourself?” Shi Hao said with a light sigh, inwardly feeling 

grieved. 

“This is their memory crystal, carrying the events of the past world. Everything has been sealed within.” 

Sanzang said, handing it to Shi Hao. 

“Let’s keep this by their sides.” Shi Hao nodded with a rather heavy mood. 

Five hundred thousand years, everything already changed. There were some people who he didn’t know 

if it would still be like before when they met again, able to feel the past joys and sorrows, experience the 

past emotions. 

However, this was still better than death, after all, this was a different type of new life. 

“When will you two achieve Burial King status?” Shi Hao asked Sanzang and Shenming. The two of them 

obtained great natural luck. They came into contact with Origin Ancient Artifact and lived, they 

previously obtained Three Life Medicine as well. 

According to normal reason, they were definitely going to become Burial Kings! 

The two both had a bitter smile on their faces, feeling helpless. 



“Do you think anyone can defy the heavens like you? We have a huge chance of succeeding and we 

need time to accumulate, but we still need at least millions of years, perhaps even a great era!” 

When Shi Hao heard this, he felt a wave of speechlessness. 

“Are you going to leave?” Shenming asked, because she just felt as if something wasn’t quite right when 

Shi Hao looked at the two of them, his eyes flickering about. 

“I wish to borrow some divine objects from you all.” Shi Hao said. 

“What objects?” 

“Three Life Medicine!” 

“That is not possible!” The two refused decisively. These were unmatched wondrous medicines used to 

achieve Burial King status, they wouldn’t exchange these things even if the world collapsed. 

“I really do need it. Back then, didn’t I give it to you all? Now, I require just a bit to refine medicines and 

save others.” Shi Hao said with a discussing tone. 

“Before, the Three Life Medicine was divided into three shares, each of us had been given one part. Did 

you use it all up already?” The two didn’t believe him. 

“I need quite a bit. Moreover, you all don’t need that much at all.” Shi Hao replied. 

He indeed was in need of Three Life Medicine since he was preparing to concoct a pot of medicine back 

in Immortal Domain. He needed ‘Number Two Under Heaven’ and that Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist. 

These were immortal king level existences. He wanted to save them, have them protect Imperial Court, 

help him. 

He had a bit of Three Life Medicine on him, but he didn’t want to use it all. It was because in the past, 

through a spatial node, he saw that the future Cao Yusheng and a large black dog were weeping, 

searching for Three Life Medicine, wishing to save someone. 

That man and dog’s true feelings leaked out, becoming extremely emotional. This made Shi Hao’s mind 

surge with emotions. He didn’t know what was going to happen in the future. 

However, he knew that the Three Life Medicine was too rare, even more scarce and precious than 

immortal medicines. There were only one or two stalks that appeared in all of history. 

Moreover, the stalk they obtained, if it wasn’t the second stalk, then it was the third! 

Shi Hao stayed here for a day. In the end, he obtained some fine powder from Shenming and Sanzang. 

Even though there wasn’t much, it was already pretty much enough. 

Those two were incredibly pained, but fortunately, the amount that was left behind was still enough. 

Shi Hao returned to Immortal Domain, immediately seeking out Pan King, wishing to borrow a medicinal 

furnace. He wanted to refine the legendary pill medicine that existed from the Age of Emperor Collapse. 

It could allow one’s soul to return from the grave, mend the most miserable immortal king’s soul 

injuries. 



“You found Three Life Medicine?” Pan King was shocked. 

That type of stuff was something even immortal kings couldn’t find after who knew how many years, yet 

Shi Hao actually discovered some, moreover this quickly, wishing to prepare a furnace of medicine. 

When he heard Shi Hao’s explanation, that this Three Life Medicine was obtained by him, Sanzang and 

Shenming when they unknowingly entered Immortal Domain, Pan King was stunned, lost for words. 

This was especially when he heard that the Three Life Medicine was shaped like firewood, shaved down 

into a wooden sword by someone, even starting to become a bit moldy, Pan King was even more so 

stupefied, not knowing what to say. 

“By making this thing, you are basically defying the heavens. Who can save immortal kings? When they 

are dead, they are dead. Making a ruined soul recover like this, turning the impossible possible, it will 

incur the wrath of heaven.” Pan King warned. 

Shi Hao insisted on continuing. It was because he also wanted to have the restricted region lord, golden 

arm bone and others try it out. They were remnant wills, but if they could also be considered a type of 

ruined soul, if they could be saved, he would be willing to pay any price! 

“If you refine this type of ancient pill, the legendary great medicine, I believe normal pill furnaces 

definitely won’t do. It will be destroyed by lightning tribulation.” Pan King advised. 

In the end, he helped Shi Hao borrow an ancient furnace, an immortal king furnace that belonged to 

Hunyuan Immortal King. This was a magical artifact that had accompanied him when he achieved the 

dao. 

Hunyuan Immortal King’s precious furnace, this was a supreme treasure. By grasping it, Shi Hao’s 

chances of success immediately became greater! 

That day, he began to concoct pills. There were heaven shocking irregular scenes from the very 

beginning, drawing eyes from all directions. 

Chapter 1960 - Ancient Pill Revives Immortal King 

“Hunyuan Immortal King’s furnace has been started, someone is trying to refine unmatched precious 

pills!” In the foreign realm, there were cries of alarm that sounded from all different areas. 

It was because everyone in the cosmos could see a fiery red furnace that released dazzling radiance. It 

was massive beyond compare, towering in the void, transferring endless great dao symbols. 

Moreover, the pill furnaces of all different lands were resonating, releasing medicinal fragrance. 

Hunyuan Immortal King Furnace, this was a peerless work among pill furnaces, a supreme treasure. It 

not only possessed astonishing fighting strength, it was also known to be Immortal Domain’s most 

powerful furnace. 

When using it to refine pills, the effects would be optimal. 



Right now, Shi Hao was sitting in the starry sky, continuously sending medicinal herbs into the furnace, 

carefully watching. These were all ancient medicines that were hundreds of thousands of years old, not 

a single stalk ordinary. 

Meanwhile, these were all supplementary ingredients, not a single stalk of the main medicine thrown in 

yet. 

In the distance, Pan King and the restricted region lord were both watching carefully, their expressions 

serious. Hunyuan Immortal King also came, seated in the void, staring at Shi Hao who was refining this 

medicine. 

At Shi Hao’s side, it was dazzling and brilliant, precious medicines piled up high. If this was in the Nine 

Heavens Ten Earths, any stalk would draw sighs of astonishment, leaving them shocked. 

However, in Immortal Domain, it was just that extravagant. When an immortal king refined medicines, 

how could it be ordinary? 

Shi Hao seemed to be squandering things away, every stalk of medicine containing astonishing medicinal 

nature. When they were thrown into a furnace, every stalk would release waves of multicolored smoke, 

making even this starry sky become incredibly dazzling. 

During this process, stellar splendor, lunar brilliance and daylight all became like water ripples, 

continuously flowing over, entering the furnace. 

The essence of sun and moon converged, the divine essence of the cosmos smelted, entering the 

furnace. 

At Shi Hao’s side, there were a few stalks of immortal medicines that were extremely mysterious, able to 

communicate, able to speak, even more so able to fly into the sky or escape through the earth. 

However, they didn’t flee, all because Shi Hao promised that he would only remove some leaves and 

flowers, that he wouldn’t injure their roots. Moreover, after this, they would be planted in All Life Earth, 

allowed to grow again in the shortest amount of time. 

Among them, five stalks came from Aocheng, Taishi and Yuanchu’s dwelling. 

As for the other two stalks, one was the lower realm’s number one spiritual root, sealed within it was a 

terrifying separate body of a terrifying creature, the final stalk was the White Tortoise Carrying Immortal 

who followed over. 

“Brat, now, you can actually make the Heavenly Immortal Tree reappear.” The White Tortoise Carrying 

Immortal said. 

The Heavenly Immortal Tree was previously divided into four by someone, becoming four Heavenly 

Deity Trees. 

This was precisely the reason why it lost its immortal dao spirituality, only by merging together into one 

could it recover. 



There were rumors that stated that back then, that terrifying creature known as the ‘Fake Medicine 

Dealer’, when he was choosing what immortal medicine to seal himself into, his first choice was the 

Heavenly Immortal Tree. 

He divided it into four stalks, but discovered that the Heavenly Immortal Tree wasn’t suited to carrying 

separated bodies, so in the end, he switched to another medicine. 

Back then, there was a Heavenly Deity Tree at the White Tortoise Carrying Immortal’s side. Later on, he 

headed to Burial Earth, discovering another stalk there, these two stalks both following at his side. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything, reaching out a large hand, grabbing out divine trees from the formless void. 

No one knew what kind of great divine abilities he was displaying, where he obtained them from. 

Honglong! 

As a result, the four Heavenly Deity Trees merged into one, turning into a true immortal tree! 

There were some fruits on it, immediately producing astonishing irregular scenes. Immortal radiance 

surged, great dao sounds rumbling. 

Shi Hao began to refine medicine! 

The first immortal medicine’s leaves and flowers entered the furnace, immediately making this place 

overflow with fiery light, simply about to drown out this area of the starry sky. 

At the same time, the pill furnaces in all different places rumbled, the medicinal fragrance becoming 

even more shocking. 

It was because all furnaces produced a reaction, worshipping the number one pill furnace, resonating 

with it. 

All of the divine furnaces had spirits, mysteriously producing some reactions. A furnace of great 

medicine was going to appear in this world. 

Dong! 

When the leaves and branches of three stalks of immortal medicines were thrown in, endless great dao 

symbols surged from within the furnace, triggering a wave of astonishing changes. Lightning radiance 

surged, descending as expected. 

Dang! 

Lightning radiance descended, landing on Hunyuan Immortal King Furnace, blasting this place until it 

became dazzling. 

“Go!” 

Shi Hao released a light shout. With a wave of his hand, a trace of green light appeared, sealing all of the 

lightning, making all of the electricity covering the sky instantly disappear like scattered smoke. 



However, when the fourth stalk of immortal medicine was used, heavenly tribulation appeared again, 

even more berserk. It was actually yin yang thunder radiance, carrying the aura of the source of heaven 

and earth. 

“Extinguish!” 

Shi Hao released a light shout again. This type of thunder tribulation immediately shattered, breaking 

apart in an instant, stopped by Shi Hao again. 

However, each time he threw in a stalk of immortal medicine, different lightning tribulations would 

inevitably appear again! 

The immortal medicines had pretty much all been used, even the sealed terrifying creature stalk had 

some branches and leaves removed, thrown into the furnace. 

Hong! 

Chaotic energy surged, this place becoming incomparably dazzling. 

Everyone knew that the crucial time had arrived! 

Shi Hao produced a stalk that carried powerful energy. This was Yin Yang Herb, what he obtained from 

Scarlet King five hundred thousand years ago. He never used it all this time, leaving it to Imperial Court. 

Now, this medicine was still here, providing great use. 

When it entered the furnace, this world released ghost weeping and deity howling noises. The gods of 

the heavens seemed to have descended, endless divine radiance fell down, void images took form here. 

“There is also the final stalk of medicine!” 

It was the main medicine of this medicine concoction, much more precious than immortal medicines 

and the Yin Yang Herb. 

“Three Life Medicine!” 

Shi Hao said quietly, throwing in some specks. It looked ordinary, but once it entered the furnace, this 

place became too dazzling. When those ordinary specks entered the pill furnace, it underwent an 

astonishing transformation. 

Even Shi Hao’s expression changed. What he sensed wasn’t a rapidly shifting scene in the furnace, a 

great dao transformation within, but rather the heavenly tribulation in outer space. Chaotic radiance 

erupted endlessly, crashing down. 

He didn’t feel any fear himself, but this was medicine refinement. It came for the pill medicine! If it was 

disturbed at the crucial moment, unable to form the pill, then it would be extremely troublesome. 

Chi! 

Immediately afterwards, Shi Hao carried this pill furnace, facing the lightning radiance, slaughtering his 

way outwards. His large hand covered heaven and earth, carrying the immortal king furnace as he tore 

through the void, entering the primal chaos. 



The lightning radiance submerged him. Shi Hao displayed great divine abilities, blasting aside the 

lightning tribulation, tearing apart the primal chaos, incredibly heroic and valiant. 

However, that heavenly tribulation was everywhere, some of it actually extending towards the pill 

furnace from other directions. 

“Seal!” 

Shi Hao engraved a character in the void. Dao laws were like a sea, completely erupting, facing the 

heavenly tribulation. 

Dang! 

However, there was some lightning that didn’t come from outer space, but rather erupted inside the pill 

furnace, formed from the void! 

“Suppress!” Shi Hao shouted out. 

He had heard about this type of thing before. When true unmatched great medicines were difficult for 

the outside world to destroy, then it would break apart from inside. Thunder radiance appeared in 

endless strands, once they hacked out, this pill furnace would be ruined. 

Shi Hao engraved characters, writing endless symbols on this pill furnace, his speed extremely fast. This 

was an essential process to refining medicine. 

It was because this pill furnace was special, needing some symbols engraved in the pill furnace. Now, for 

the sake of suppressing this lightning radiance, this heavenly tribulation, he had no choice but to do it 

ahead of time. 

This was an extremely difficult process. Even if Shi Hao was extremely strong, the slightest bit of 

carelessness would also destroy this pot of unrivaled precious medicine. 

“This won’t do! There is clearly a wave of power that insists on destroying this great medicine, not 

wishing for it to appear in this world.” In the distance, Hunyuan Immortal King spoke, warning Shi Hao. 

It was because this furnace of pill medicine was too heaven-defying, able to save immortal kings, which 

was why there was a mysterious power that didn’t permit it to appear, because this would break some 

type of balance. 

“Dao friend, you can face tribulation now.” 

Shi Hao’s five secret realms shone, displaying the greatest divine abilities. At his level, he could long 

understand all types of mysterious methods. 

He seized Taishi Immortal King’s primordial spirit, tearing it viciously, and then threw it into the void, 

using it to face the endless lightning. 

Honglong... 

Lightning radiance appeared in millions and millions of strands, drawn away by that primordial spirit, 

fiercely hacking it apart. 



Death Substitution Method! 

Many immortal kings knew it, but using this to take on a tribulation for a pill furnace, this was definitely 

a world splitting choice. Which immortal king would throw their life away for a furnace of medicine? 

From past until now, immortal kings were all high up above, there were none who would die in a 

wronged manner like this. 

Aocheng and Scarlet King’s primordial spirits were still there. Their expressions completely changed. 

They sensed that with Shi Hao’s methods, killing their primordial spirits wouldn’t be too difficult. 

Otherwise, how could he make Taishi face tribulation just like that? 

Taishi still hadn’t died. Even though he was hacked at until his entire body was scorched black, 

primordial spirit scattering, it was still continuously reforming. 

“I’ll have to let you down.” 

Shi Hao said, suddenly exerting force. A hand reached out, lightning surging all around it, restraining that 

shattered primordial spirit again. He seized it and then began to refine it. 

He erased Taishi’s will, refining his primordial spirit force, and then threw it into the pill furnace. 

This type of great medicine was ultimately used to save an immortal king’s soul, so refining a primordial 

spirit naturally couldn’t be any more normal. 

Back then, when Pan King told him how to refine this unmatched great medicine, Shi Hao didn’t feel the 

slightest burden. Three Life Medicine, immortal king primordial spirit, he had all of these things. 

Hong! 

This place underwent a strange transformation the outside world couldn’t see too clearly. Lightning 

radiance and the furious roars of an immortal king tore through primal chaos. The pill medicine was too 

dazzling, drowned under dao laws. 

Shi Hao sat there, head covered in sweat, continuously engraving symbols into the pill furnace. 

It was just medicine refinement, yet it actually reached this step. One could see just how heaven-defying 

this furnace of medicine was. 

In the end, the pills were completed. Heaven and earth shook intensely, all of Immortal Domain ringing 

with a faint immortal melody that left one inwardly shaken. 

At the same time, nine-colored multicolored light tore apart the cosmos, accompanied by primal chaos. 

With a guangdong sound, the furnace cover was smashed aside on its own. Inside were some nine-

colored immortal pills, sparkling and translucent. Then, with brilliance more dazzling than a scorching 

sun, they rushed out just like that. 

In the distance, several figures appeared, their eyes were burning with desire, about to reach out their 

hands and seize it. 

However, they all stopped themselves in the end. 



With a weng noise, Shi Hao seized all of these pill medicines, sealing them into jade containers. 

“Dao friend, would it be possible to exchange for a pill medicine? I am willing to exchange with long life 

medicines and other things.” An immortal king asked. 

“I will not exchange!” 

Shi Hao refused. It was because this pill medicine could be said to be one of a kind, impossible to refine 

even if others wanted to. The key was Three Life Medicine, this ingredient was completely impossible to 

find. 

He still had some, but he couldn’t use it. He had to leave it for Cao Yusheng to deal with unforeseen 

changes. 

That person was a bit embarrassed, but in the end didn’t say too much. Several great immortal kings all 

withdrew. 

Who didn’t want this type of medicine? Even immortal kings couldn’t help but be enticed. However, 

who dared fight Shi Hao to the death here? This fella already slaughtered out a reputation, his battle 

accomplishments glorious. 

He dared slaughter his way into Realm Sea alone, charge into the foreign realm, ultimately bringing back 

several heads, coming back unscathed. Who wouldn’t feel restraining fear? 

This was the youngest giant in all of history! 

That day, Shi Hao prepared to revive immortal kings. 

At the same time, he was also excited and moved, not knowing if this pill medicine would be effective 

for the restricted region lord, crystal skull and others. It was to the extent where he wondered if it 

would be useful for Huo Ling’er! 

Pan King and Hunyuan Immortal King came over, watching from the side. 

The Heavenly Horned Ant, Mu Qing, Lunar Jade Rabbit, Qing Yi and others were also here, watching 

nervously. 

Shi Hao personally took action, feeding Number Two Under Heaven a nine-colored immortal pill. Even 

during the Age of Emperor Collapse, this type of medicine was still like something out of a legend, full of 

legendary brilliance. 

Age of Emperor Collapse, it was rumored to only have one single furnace! 

“It is effective!” Pan King said. 

It was because Number Two Under Heaven was starting to convulse, especially the place between its 

brows, resplendent brilliance was released. 

Scripture sounds could be heard, the symbols Shi Hao engraved into the medicine during the concoction 

process. 



The ancient pill recipe had this type of requirement, stating that some mysterious great dao symbols 

had to be engraved. 

Now, scripture sounds rang out, as if there were mysterious ancient incantations. 

Specks of spiritual light shone, gathering from all directions, entering Number Two Under Heaven’s 

head. 

Hong! 

This was especially the case when a streak of light shattered the void, smashing apart Immortal 

Domain’s realm wall. It actually rushed here, entering Number Two Under Heaven’s head. 

En?! 

Many people were shocked. What was going on? 

The changes were too sudden. Shi Hao almost took action, but in the end, he held back. 

“Brat, why are you here?” Number Two Under Heaven suddenly opened its eyes. When it saw Shi Hao, it 

was a bit stunned. 

This wasn’t an unfamiliar gaze, as if it was incredibly familiar, as if it had already known Shi Hao for many 

years. 

Judging from its words, one could see that this wasn’t the first time they met. 

 


